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In the Academic Council, this program action was supported by the provosts and the committee as 
a whole, but concerns were raised by the faculty members. This program is primarily supported by
 grants and does not require UGF support.  It is popular for both students in rural Alaska and 
those interested in the program from around the state and nation. Because there are tenure-track
 faculty associated with this program, there were concerns about how they would be supported 
after the grant expires.

X  
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Ethnobotany is the interdisciplinary study of the relationship between people and plants. In the 

Ethnobotany Certificate program (EBOT) we teach ethnobotany with a focus on Alaska and its 

Indigenous cultures. EBOT is the only certificate program in the UA system and Alaska that is dedicated 

to this field of study, and draws students from other states and countries. It is entirely grant funded. 

Major Strengths and Opportunities  

• EBOT is, and always has been, 100% grant-funded. We bring in more funds in salaries, student 
support, and overhead than this program consumes. This is both a strength and a threat. Cutting 
EBOT would not save any money but would actually represent a net loss in funds to UAF. 

• EBOT supports CRCD’s mission statement and UAF’s strategic goals by serving under-
represented Indigenous populations (30%, Table 2, Drumbeats AK Evaluation Report, 2014-
2018) and provides some of the university’s Alaska Native themed coursework; all courses are 
interdisciplinary, based on scientific and cultural concepts and taught from both Western and 
Indigenous perspectives, and prepare students for future academic coursework (EBOT SLOA). 

• Despite numerically relatively low student numbers, EBOT is defying UAF’s enrollment trend by 
increasing its numbers of majors and graduates; whereas overall university enrollment over the 
past five years has generally dropped: Fairbanks (-15.7%), KuC (-34.6%), and UAF (-26.4%) 

• EBOT has achieved significant increases in number of majors (90%) and program completion 
(100%). 

•  EBOT classes include student-driven research projects; hands-on, place-based experiential 
learning is a core element of our classes. EBOT students attend regional meetings. 

• With the exception of our blended introductory field course, all coursework is distance-
delivered, providing students outside of Bethel or Fairbanks the opportunity to enroll. 

• In 2017, we created a second track and 2 courses to the program, emphasizing anthropological 
aspects of ethnobotany – in order to increase program enrollment and completion numbers 

• Despite loss of personnel and mentorship, we now have an appropriately-trained teaching 
faculty with the specific skill set to deliver, via distance, our updated courses - providing 
curricular stability for our current and future students and meeting program SLOA goals.  

• We continue to offer our summer Introduction to Ethnobotany field course, held every year 
since 2008, in rural AK communities, providing hands-on instruction, and including Native 
Hawaiian exchange students and Elder instructors. 

• We co-sponsored regional meetings; Interior AK Plants as Food and Medicine Conference 
(2016), Western AK Interdisciplinary Science Conference (2015), EBOT All Hands Gathering in 
Sitka AK (2014), publications, including: Plants That We Eat (UA Press, by Anore Jones, EBOT 
Elder) and A Guide to the Ethnobotany of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Region, and are members of 
the National Science Foundation’s Open Science Network (www.opensciencenetwork.org/). 

• We will continue to provide dual credit EBOT courses to high school students. 

• We have increased our footprint in Alaska through new partnerships with the Association of 
Village Council Presidents in Bethel and AK Native Tribal Health Consortium’s course instruction 
at AK Pacific University. New collaboration with eCampus will increase our access to online 
students and increase enrollment. 

 
Major Limitations and Challenges  

• This program has been completely supported by grant funds, since its inception in 2009. Annual 
grant renewals (written by EBOT faculty) are required to support all salaries for the 1.2 FTE (split 
between 2) faculty and tuition/books/travel support for all program students.  
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• Ethnobotany requires such a specialized, interdisciplinary skill set that it cannot be taught by 
other current faculty at UAF – making us very vulnerable if our teaching faculty is unable to 
teach in future. We need at least one Fund 1 supported ethnobotany faculty position to ensure 
program sustainability, and provide for future growth and collaboration with other programs. 

• Because there is no plan for supporting future EBOT course instruction beyond grant support, 
our faculty and students are extremely vulnerable at this time. This is a very stressful situation 
for both students and faculty as we cannot even ensure that courses will be available for EBOT 
program students to complete their certificate beyond the current yearly funding cycle.  

• Because EBOT faculty are bipartite, but have to annually obtain funding to cover their salary and 
all student support, as well as work to complete ever-changing grant deliverables yearly, this 
reduces the time we have to teach and advise current students, recruit new students, follow up 
with EBOT graduates, and seek collaborations to strengthen the program.  

• Grant overhead is not recovered back to KuC, but has gone into UAF coffers for the last 10 years 
– we bring in more than enough funds to cover our administrative costs. 

• Due to budget cuts to both our grants and UAF, student advising and recruitment efforts are 
diminished and increasingly ineffective. 

• Students often have a difficult time completing the program, and sometimes even courses, due 
to many factors out of our control. Our program has a high percentage of students from a low 
socio-economic background which is concomitant with inequitable access to higher education. 
We are dedicated to adjust to students’ personal situation and needs where possible, but this 
often means extending the time needed for completion, more time advising and working with 
students during the semester to ensure they will complete the course, and inclusion of remedial 
instruction in writing, math, computer skills, etc.  

• EBOT faculty have 3 faculty obligations, Kuskokwim Campus (Certificate), Dept. of AK Native 
Studies and Rural Development (DANSRD, Minor), and as USDA grantee– more than tripling our 
administrative load (we are each at 0.6 FTE but are required to attend all meetings as if we’re 
each at 1.0 FTE), without any increase in salary, student, or advising support. We will seek to 
remedy some of this, once the trajectory for CRCD departments and campuses becomes clearer 
during the upcoming glide path years. 

• Distance delivery to rural AK is hamstrung by: lack of access to internet, low bandwidth, limited 
technology competency, and/or the higher demands that distance coursework puts on students 
which precludes many from completing coursework successfully and in a timely manner. 
 

The EBOT program grew out of an expressed regional desire for more culturally-relevant coursework for 

students living in the Kuskokwim Campus region. Our full commitment goes to best meeting the needs 

of our predominantly non-traditional students while complying with rigorous academic requirements. 

Although we continously strive to expand our program, it has not grown at the rate that we would 

prefer.  We have always sought feedback to improve our program, through course evaluations, student 

and community surveys, and suggestions from program reviewers at UAF. EBOT has evolved greatly 

from the one approved by UAF a decade ago, often with success, but sometimes not. 

In the last five years we have suffered several setbacks in the loss of people vital to the program. Our 

original EBOT faculty member, Dr. Kevin Jernigan, left the program in 2015. This was a large loss for a 

program with only two faculty on board. For the next several years, we utilized adjunct instructors to 

teach our courses – with varied success. Some were better than others, and, as a result, we lost some 

students along the way. As of 2017, we’ve regained some stability in finding the right instructor, Lisa 

Strecker, who has revamped and is now teaching all our classes, and has been able to rebuild student 
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confidence in our program. But we’ve experienced a lag time from when Lisa began teaching and the 

student enrollment responses.  

During the years leading up to her death in fall 2018, we lost our program mentor and advocate, KuC 

director Mary Pete - first while she was on medical leave during fy 2015, then while she was part-time 

Director and part-time CRCD Dean, and finally when she succumbed to cancer. While we carry on with 

what needs to be done now, we are still regrouping as a program, campus, and community since her 

death. The EBOT program is her brainchild and legacy, and we are still finding our way forward now. 

Over the reporting period for this review, the number of students 

admitted to EBOT has shown a promising increase of 90%, while 

number of graduates increased by 100%. The number of students 

taking EBOT program courses from fy15 to fy19 is also higher than 

the number of EBOT certificate majors listed in the PAIR data, 

totaling 307 and averaging 8.4 per class. This is just below the 

minimum of 10 now required at UAF, and EBOT’s recent 

decreases reflect the same downturn in enrollment being 

experienced by CRCD, the Fairbanks campus, and UAF.  

Many of the students taking our courses are not enrolled in our program. While we strive to get them 

admitted into the program, the admission process was originally very cumbersome. Even today, if we 

have a student enrolled in another program at UAF currently, they are required to go through the full 

admission process again in order to be admitted into our certificate – the system defaults to the higher 

degree programs. We often have students who take our summer course but do not continue on in the 

program – which does not lead to a significant increase in number of students admitted to EBOT. 

The PAIR metrics belie the real strengths of this unique program. Through our grant funding we are 

linked to several other programs at CRCD (High Latitude Range Management, Tribal Management, and 

Environmental Studies). Based on this network, we have created many regional connections within and 

outside of AK that are not part of the UAF main campus experience. EBOT has co-sponsored student and 

faculty exchanges between AK and HI, co-sponsored regional meetings, supported student and faculty 

travel and attendance at regional meetings, supported the publication of ethnobotanical books and 

guides, created learning materials for the Alaska 4-H program, led workshops on natural dyes and 

salve/soap making, and created professional videos highlighting native plants, and led our All Hands 

Gathering (https://youtu.be/uKXlL5JLJj4) and our summer field course (https://youtu.be/ntNzhPQpbfs).  

This program has served as a culturally-relevant representative for UAF in rural AK for 10 years, at no 

real cost to the institution – having brought in more funds and services to the university than it has 

consumed. It has done this with diminishing student recruitment/advising assistance, and has even 

expanded to create a minor program within DANSRD. We work in the most impoverished region of AK, 

and bring much-needed funds and opportunities to KuC, while striving to meet the ever-changing needs 

of distance students who, despite what’s commonly believed, have to work harder, be more self-

motivated, and require more dedication than students attending face-to-face classes on campus. EBOT 

is also providing UAF with a national presence - attracting students from many locations outside of AK: 

including Canada, England, Hawaii, Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, and Maryland. The 

ethnobotany program that we provide is truly unique in the US. Our graduates have gone on to start 

their own businesses, incorporate ethnobotany in their own teaching curriculum, become herbalists, 
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publish books about ethnobotany, and attend graduate school in ethnobotany, to name a few. The 

impact we have on our students is a reflection of their passion for the plants. We feel very good about 

the part we’ve been able to play in these students’ lives, and we will continue to do and improve on 

what we’ve been doing, for as long as we’re able to do so at UAF. 

EBOT has been self-supporting since 2007, even before UAF officially admitted it as a program. We’ve 

been apprised that, regardless of how we’re supported, UAF claims ownership of the EBOT program. 

How is it that ownership only applies to their ability to cut the program, but not the responsibility to 

provide even marginal support – at least in the years before UA was subject to major budget cuts. EBOT 

provides Indigenous instruction to the UAF community, which has been declared a major initiative at 

UAF at this time. We’ve been providing this service, actually paying UAF for the opportunity to do this, 

through our grant overhead (current year -28% of $176,774.51 total award to KuC), and we have striven 

to maintain an academically rigorous program under challenging circumstances in rural AK and the 

online landscape. We deliver courses at the same rigorous level as they are taught on the main campus, 

including AK Native themed coursework, and our EBOT 100 can count as a Biology program elective.  

When the Indigenous studies center is realized at UAF, Ethnobotany will need to be included in their 

program offerings, as it already delivers content in key areas of knowledge which the new center will 

seek to provide, including “restoration of cultural knowledge, community healing, and Indigenous 

knowledge integration into research” (www.uaf.edu/giving/initiatives/trothyeddha.php). It would make 

fiscal sense, instead of cutting EBOT now and having to re-create it later, to keep this program that 

brings in more funds than it consumes and strengthen/update it as needed in the intervening years, so 

that it will be in place and ready to join the Indigenous studies center when it becomes a reality at UAF. 

At minimum, it should not be cut at this time when we’re showing an increase in number of admitted 

students and graduates (at a time when these numbers are going down for UAF), and are just now 

beginning to recover from major losses in this program that were beyond our control. We feel that our 

new partnership with eCampus will provide the broader exposure to students that will increase our 

course enrollment numbers to the level now required by UAF.  

Strategies to increase student numbers 

We are already working on a plan to increase course enrollment numbers by working with eCampus, 

first by collaborating with them to increase our online presence, through updating and hosting of our 

EBOT website - as we lost 1) our webmaster several years ago, and 2) our original Drumbeats website 

and its content last winter (due to a switch in platforms). But even more exciting is that we’re continuing 

the conversation, begun with eCampus staff this fall, to use their platform to bring our program to a 

wider audience. We will include this deliverable in our next grant proposal and, if funded, will develop 

one EBOT course that will be available via the eCampus platform in AY 2020. In addition, we are 

connecting directly with new and current student advisors at KuC, CRCD, Anthropology, and Biology to 

ensure that they understand what we do and can promote our program more effectively. We will 

increase efforts to mine the existing connections within CRCD to recruit students from other rural 

campus-based programs, draw more students from DANSRD as faculty continue to integrate and 

collaborate, and extend recruitment to departments outside CRCD, including Anthropology and Biology. 
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Appendix:  

Figure 1. Enrollment trends for UAF, fy 2015-2019, data from PAIR Factbook (https://factbook-

server.admin.uaf.edu/webtool/index.php/factbook) 

 

 

Figure 2. Enrollment trends for EBOT, fy 2015-2019, data from PAIR Factbook (https://factbook-

server.admin.uaf.edu/webtool/index.php/factbook) 
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UAF is an AA/EO employer and educational institution and prohibits illegal discrimination against any individual: www.alaska.edu/nondiscrimination/  

 

P.O. Box 756500, Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-6500

Ethnobotany Teach out Plan 

 

If the  Board of Regents decision is to eliminate the Ethnobotany Certificate, the program will 

provide one year of instruction for its teach out plan.  Faculty will be retained over fiscal year 21 

and offer current Certificate required courses in fall 2020 and spring 2021.  During this time the 

program will also be exploring options for restructure and repackaging of courses.    

 

Sincerely,  

 

Bryan Uher MPA 

Acting Dean 

College of Rural and Community Development 
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Degree Program Name Ethnobotany Certificate

PROGRAM DEMOGRAPHICS
FY19 Majors 19
FY19 Graduates 4
FY19 SCH from degree program 82 SCH
FY19 UGF allocated to the program $0
FY19 total program budget $162,751
UGF/Major or SCH $1984/SCH

STAFFING
Tenure-track FTE faculty impacted by program deletion 0
Non-tenure track FTE faculty impacted by program deletion 1.2
staff impacted by program deletion 0
-- for each of these describe reduction phase-in during 
teachout one year

PROGRAM IMPACTS
Potential for the program to obtain external funding Program currently 100% funding externally
Impacts on meeting state or workforce needs impact unclear; no direct workforce needs

PROGRAM UNIQUENESS AND TEACH-OUT PLAN
Is this program unique in the UA system? If no, describe 
duplicate or similar programs Yes
Are there other majors to which the students may transfer 
(at MAU and at other MAUs)? not currently.  Alaska Native Studies BA provides a Minor in Ethnobotany
What reasonable options within your university do 
students have ?

Program would explore other credentialing for students if Certificate 
elimination is recommended

What reasonable options do students have across the UA 
System?
What reasonable options do students have for transfer to 
another university?
What are the on-line options within UA for completion? Program is currently moving course to on-line delivery

PROGRAM REDUCTION SAVINGS
Total UGF savings following teachout $0
Timeline for cost savings and faculty/staff reductions one year
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Daniel M. White, Chancellor 

P.O. Box 757500 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-7500 

907-474-7112 

uaf.chancellor@alaska.edu 

www.uaf.edu/chancellor/ 

 

March 23, 2020 

 

 

TO  James R. Johnsen, President, University of Alaska 

  

FROM  Daniel M. White, Chancellor, University of Alaska Fairbanks 

 

RE UAF Expedited Academic Review 

 

In accordance with Regents’ Policy 10.06.10, and as required by University Regulation 

10.06.10.C.2, UAF followed the following process for expedited, exceptional Program Review 

that was tailored to UAF’s particular financial circumstances. The process and timeline are 

included on the Provost’s web site (https://uaf.edu/assessment-review/expedited-review.php). 

The effort began last October and we are now nearing the final stages of the process. Remaining 

steps are as follows with this step constituting step number 1, below: 

1. Monday, March 23 by 5pm - Chancellor recommendations will be sent to the UA 

President and VP of Academic, Students, and Research.  

2. April 1, 2020 – President’s recommendations go to the SW Academic Council 

3. April 9, 2020 – BOR Public Testimony 

4. April 13-14, 2020 – BOR Academic and Student Affairs committee meets to discuss 

recommendations 

5. June 4-5, 2020 – Board of Regents meets to vote on any program changes, including 

eliminations. 

 

My program review recommendations are based on my review of the committee’s analysis and 

recommendations, dean’s reviews, consultation with the Provost, faculty senate motions, public 

input, budget considerations, and our need to make vertical cuts rather than ongoing horizontal 

cuts. I did not ask the program review committee to reach a specific budget target because I 

wanted to make sure that the review committee members were given the latitude to evaluate all 

of the aspects of the programs and not pit programs against one another. As a result, and not 

surprisingly, very few program reductions were recommended by the committee. I think that is a 

reasonable result of the process to date. While it is true that all of our programs have value, 

history, and students, it is also true that some programs will need to be reduced. All aspects of 

the university will need to play a part in meeting our budget targets. Furthermore, I have received 

feedback imploring me to make some vertical cuts to programs, not just horizontal percentages 

from all units. As a result, my recommendations for program reduction are greater than what has 

been recommended by the committee. Even with greater reductions, academic programs are only 

one aspect of our overall reductions. I continue to focus on reductions in space, functions at the 
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edges of our mission, and reducing footprint. And we will continue to identify what work we can 

simply stop doing.  

Per the review committee’s recommendations we will proceed to deletion the following 

programs already suspended. 

1. Chemistry 

a. BA Chemistry 

b. MA Chemistry 

c. MS Biochemistry 

d. MS Environmental Chemistry 

2. Construction Trades Technology 

a. AAS Construction Trades Technology 

3. Economics  

a. MS Resource and Applied Economics 

4. Physics 

a. MS Computational Physics 

b. MS Space Physics 

5. Power Generation 

a. Certificate in Power Generation 

6. Process Technology 

a. Certificate in Mining Application and Technology 

7. Renewable Resources 

a. AAS Renewable resources 

8. Sociology 

a. BA Sociology 

b. BS Sociology 

9. Veterinary Science 

a. Certificate in Veterinary Science 

Per the review committee’s recommendations we will reinstate the following program already 

suspended 

1. Music 

a. Masters in Music, Music Performance 

I agree with the review committee’s new recommendations for suspension or deletion in the 

following programs: 

1. AAS Drafting Technology – Suspension 

2. MEd People, Place and Pedagogy – Delete 

3. MEd Second Language Acquisition, Bilingual Education and Literacy – Delete 

4. Certificate Safety, Health and Environment Awareness Technology – Delete 

5. MS Water and Environmental Science – Delete 
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I concur with the committee’s recommendations in all other areas of continuation or deletion 

except in the following where I have recommended a different path: 

1. Atmospheric science – delete with opportunities for students in existing departments in 

similar areas (e.g., physics, chemistry, engineering) including possible alternative 

appointments at UAF for research intensive faculty 

2. BA Earth Science – delete 

3. BA in Arctic and Northern Studies – continue 

4. Certificate in Ethnobotany – delete 

5. Certificate Environmental Studies – delete 

6. Masters of Education, Med Online Innovation and Design – delete 

7. Geography – delete with opportunity to recombine with synergistic programs, including 

alternative appointments at UAF for research intensive faculty 

8. Mining and Geological Engineering – Separate programs. Maintain Mining Engineering 

BS and MS. Merge Geological Engineering with Civil Engineering in order to offer the 

ABET accredited GE program with fewer resources than currently needed. 

 

The programs above were selected because there are logical paths for many of the students in 

those programs to continue pursuing degrees at UAF. It is important to note that only half of our 

programs were considered this year. We will look at the other half next year. This means that our 

less expensive programs (on a per student basis) will have the same scrutiny.  

If UAF’s reduction is ~ $30 million over the next two years, how will these reductions get us 

there? We expect less than 10% of the cuts to come directly from academic programs. I do think 

that we will identify significant savings for this year as a result of our expedited administrative 

review, our shared services model, and continued strategic use of land, facilities and resources.  

This is a difficult time within the university and within the state. No decisions made on program 

reductions or resource elimination are made lightly. As academic needs, wants and delivery 

strategies change, we have to change with them and understand that we are committed to a long-

term strategy and looking to the future. Thank you.  

 

DMW:jdp 
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COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION FOR ETHNOBOTANY  
 
STRENGTHS:  

● The program is 100% grant funded and it would be a net loss to UAF if it was cut. 
● The program offers hands‐on and experiential learning and student‐driven research 

projects 
● Offers dual credit EBOT courses to high school students.  
● Almost all courses are available through distance delivery.  
● Student numbers are small but stable, and growing slightly.  

 
WEAKNESSES: 

● Faculty must have a specialized interdisciplinary skill set, making it difficult to find 
adjuncts to teach courses. 

● There is currently no plan to support the program past the grant, leading to vulnerability 
for the program and its students. 

● Lack of funding has reduced capacity to offer courses and advise students.  
● Provides to a student population that is socio‐economically challenged, leading to 

frequent stop‐outs for financial reasons. 
 
OPPORTUNITIES: 

● Expanding program to attract students from other locations. 
● Work with eCampus to develop more robust online programs. 
● Collaboration with external organizations, such as Village Councils, Native Corporations, 

and educational institutions; i.e. AK Pacific University. 
● Collaborations with other departments and programs within UAF, such as One Health. 

 
THREATS: 

● Potential loss of external grant funding makes the program vulnerable. 
● Lack of internet access in rural sites, which leads to an inequitable access to education. 
● Budget cuts increase demands on faculty and diminishes advising and recruitment. 

 
CENTRALITY TO MISSION:  

● Delivers content in key areas of knowledge, “restoration of cultural knowledge, 
community healing, and indigenous knowledge integration into research.” 

 
INDICATORS OF QUALITY: 

● Published ethnobotanical books and guides as well as learning material for the Alaska 4‐
H program. 

 
COST‐EFFECTIVENESS: 

● The program is 100% grant funded. 
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  MAJORS  DEGREES 

Ethnobotany Certificate  FY15: 10/ FY19: 19  FY15: 2/ FY19: 4 

 
COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION FOR ETHNOBOTANY  
 
Ethnobotany Certificate: 

RECOMMENDATION:   ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:  DATE FOR FOLLOW‐UP: 

Continuation w/ 
improvement plan (6 votes; 1 
abstention) 

Expand offerings: to other 
regions, through online 
learning, through Summer 
Sessions 

One year 
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P.O. Box 756500, Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-6500 

DATE: November 1, 2019 

 

TO: Expended Program Review Committee 

 

FROM: Bryan Uher, Acting Dean, CRCD 

 

RE: Ethnobotany 

 

The Ethnobotany (EBOT) program was developed by the Chukchi Campus, but is currently 

administered through the Kuskokwim Campus in Bethel, Alaska.  The program is supported and 

was created under a USDA Alaska Native/ Native Hawaiian Serving Institution grant, which is 

still being awarded today.     

 

Enrollment and degree completion has been traditionally low for the program as it has focused 

on a specific region.      

 

I feel that the program should be continued, but with a renewed focus on expanding the 

curriculum to other regions in Alaska and potentially outside of the state.  Courses are currently 

offered through a synchronous distance delivery method, along with face to face intensives 

throughout the year.  The content of the program is appealing to a wider audience, and I suggest 

exploring a partnership with eCampus to broaden the delivery and marketing of the program.    

 

If you have any questions or would like to discuss this matter further, please feel free to contract 

me at bmuher@alaska.edu or 907-474-6618. 

 

Thank You 
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FACULTY COMMITTEE EVALUATION SHEET 

DEPARTMENT: Science Program, CRCD 

PROGRAM:  Ethnobotany 

DEGREE: Certificate 

I. PROGRAM PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY 

 
On average, SCH were 52 per year, which is rather low. While being offered through the 
Kuskokwim campus, classes are delivered by distance education and thus available to students in 
other locations, which should be helpful from the perspective of increasing enrollment.  
The departmental report suggests combining PAIR data for all CRCD campuses since students are 
currently counted only for the campus that is offering a course, not for the home-campus of the 
student.  
 

 
The number of majors peaked in FY13 (with 5 students) and averaged 1.6 students in a year. 
There were zero majors in FY10 and FY11, which may be due to the fact that the program was 
only introduced in 2009. 
 

 
According to PAIR data, there has been one degree awarded over the entire review period, i.e. an 
average of 0.2 degrees per year. The one certificate granted was in FY14, which gives hope that 
graduations maybe increasing. The departmental report states that two degrees were awarded. It 
is not clear whether the discrepancy is because one awarded degree fell outside of the reporting 
period. 
 

 
The degree / major ratio was 0.13, which would mathematically correspond to a time to 
completion of 7 years. However, with only one graduate, the average time to graduation cannot be 
calculated in a meaningful way. The EBOT report incorrectly states that the “time to degree” is 
0.14 years. 
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The EBOT budget is currently $285K, which is a lot for a certificate program of that size. While 
some other certificate programs taught by adjuncts have budgets well below $100K, those with a 
full time faculty typically have budgets of $100-200K. The magnitude of the budget points to some 
inefficiency in the utilization of financial resources. 
 

 
There are contradictory statements about the number of FTE in the departmental report, and 
PAIR data on FTE are not provided for this program. Page 1 of the report states that 1 FTE plus 
support staff are involved with the program. Page 2 details that there are 2.5 FTE serving the 
program: one (Jernigan) teaching all EBOT classes (plus one ANTH class), one (Meier) doing 
reporting, advising, liaisons and advertising, and a part time faculty (Stover) focusing on outreach. 
That number of FTE seems more than sufficient for a program averaging 2 majors in a year.  
 

 
The undergraduate certificate is the only EBOT program offered. Interested graduate students can 
enroll in the INDS program while focusing on ethnobotany. 
The budget is high compared to the number of students enrolled and the number of degrees 
granted. Mathematically, the cost per certificate would be $285K/0.2 certificates per year, i.e. 
$1.4M per degree. However, so far only one certificate has been awarded, which means hopefully 
this number will not be the longer term average. Since this is a relatively new program 
(introduced in 2009), there is enrollment and graduation numbers are expected to increase, which 
will lower the cost per degree correspondingly. 
 

 
So far, the program has been generously supported by a grant from the USDA Drumbeats program. 
If that funding would decline in the future, the current level of FTE will probably not be 
sustainable. 
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As stated in 3), there is currently USDA funding supporting two term-funded faculty positions. In 
addition, the 2-week summer intensive course Introduction to Ethnobotany is grant-subsidized.  
EBOT faculty members attend several professional meetings per year. One faculty received an NSF 
Arctic Social Science Program grant for an ethnomedical comparison of Chukotka and Alaskan 
Yupik. 
 

II. NEED FOR PROGRAM 
 

 
The program fits very well into UAF’s mission, not only providing education, hopefully serving as 
an entry point for Native Alaskans into UA STEM programs, but also connecting traditional Alaska 
native knowledge with scientific concepts. The program was developed based on input from YK 
delta communities.  
It would be useful if future PAIR data would include the ethnic background of majors, as done for 
other programs. 
 

 
The program has a heavy focus on outreach activities such as science night at elementary schools, 
kids to college events, offering intro class to high school students for dual credit, establishing a 
garden and herbarium, organizing/hosting meetings etc.  

A student exchange program with the University of Hawaii has been established. 
EBOT classes can be taken as electives for biology majors. 
 

 
There is no comparable program within the UA system. 
 

 
Since the program has only produced one graduate so far, no conclusions about workforce 
demand and employment prospects can be made. It appears that most of the students enrolled in 
EBOT classes are not doing so with the intention of obtaining the certificate. However, the 
program has provided a number of strong letters of support. 
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III. ASSESSMENT AND MISSION FULFILLMENT  
    

1) Quality of SLOA plan: Check all that apply to the SLOA plan 

☒  Program-specific SLOA plan 

☒  Multiple measures of student outcomes 

☒  At least one direct measure of student outcomes 

 

2) Quality of SLOA reporting: Check all that apply to the SLOA summary 

☐   Assessment information is collected regularly and submitted on schedule 

No actual data from assessment have been submitted, but with only one graduate such data would 
not be conclusive anyways. 
 

☐   Measures described in the plan are addressed in the summary 

Summary does not address measures. 
 

☒  Assessment process has resulted in critical reflection and curricular improvement 
Summary shows critical reflection and discusses the following possible improvements: 
- SLOA lacks objective testing, needs updating.  See 2010-2011 report and address it. 
- EBOT plans to add a second track with social science emphasis 

- efforts are made to have EBOT courses be recognized as electives in other programs. 

3)   Results of assessment: Is the program making significant progress toward meeting the outcomes 
that it has set for itself?  

This cannot be evaluated since the program has only produced one or two graduates so far 
(depending on information source). 

Committee Summary: 

The program seems to be excelling in outreach to various community stakeholders; related to the 
USDA grant requirements.  

The number of faculty (1 or 2.5) is high for the number of EBOT program graduates (1 or 2 over the 5 
year reporting period).  The program is rather expensive per student. 

 The departmental report states that a future decline in revenue (funding by federal agency) is 
expected.  This could largely impact the viability of the program.  When is the grant funding is 
expected to end, and how will this gap be filled? 

 The program seems to be highly related to Cooperative Extension services.  Could it be moved? EBOT 
faculty have been working to establish a collaboration with Alaska Native Studies, which was not 
successful. Perhaps, Co-op Extension services is a better fit? 
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COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION  
[include vote tally to continue and discontinue] 

☒  Continue Program      

7/12  Votes in favor 

☐    Discontinue Program   

5/12  Votes in favor 

☒  Request Specific Improvements or Follow-Up (describe below) 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

The Department should proactively plan for the financial impacts over the next few years, either 
through securing additional grant funding or cutting cost, e.g. by integration into Cooperative 
Extension. 

It is not clear how many Alaska Native students are participating/benefiting from this program. Since 
this is a part of the program’s mission, the committee suggests better tracking of this important 
factor. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE EVALUATION SHEET 

DEPARTMENT:      Science Program, CRCD 

PROGRAM:       Ethnobotany 

DEGREE:      Certificate 

 

1. Comments on program productivity and efficiency: 
In terms of students, very low productivity. Just two current majors and one certificate 
given in five years.  The program, offered out of the Kuskokwim campus,  is fully grant 
funded from the USDA.  
 

2. Comments on need for program: 
Important topic for rural communities.  Unique to the UA system.  Important information is 
passed on from the program to communities.  Would be a good extension topic.  Strong 
community support as demonstrated in the letters of support. 
 

3. Comments on assessment and mission fulfillment:  
Central to mission.  Assessment data lacking because there are virtually no students. 

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION  
[include vote tally to continue and discontinue] 

☒ Continue Program 

                 10/10  Votes in favor 

☐ Discontinue Program  

                 0/10  Votes in favor   

☒ Request Specific Improvements or Follow-Up (describe below) 

Although we note that the program started in 2009, in terms of student numbers the 
program is not performing well.  There has been just one certificate awarded over the five-
year period and currently just two majors.  This normally would not be enough to sustain 
the program.  However, as the program is currently grant funded the program has time to 
develop majors.  When/if the grant funding dries up, without a significant increase in 
students, the program will not be viable.    

We agree with the faculty recommendation that it is important to track how many Alaska 
Native students are participating/benefiting from this program.  

This program needs to be re-reviewed in another couple of years. 
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KuC Ethnobotany Program SWOT Analysis 11 November 2019 
 

1 | P a g e  
 

Ethnobotany is the interdisciplinary study of the relationship between people and plants. In the 

Ethnobotany Certificate program (EBOT) we teach ethnobotany with a focus on Alaska and its 

Indigenous cultures. EBOT is the only certificate program in the UA system and Alaska that is dedicated 

to this field of study, and draws students from other states and countries. It is entirely grant funded. 

Major Strengths and Opportunities  

• EBOT is, and always has been, 100% grant-funded. We bring in more funds in salaries, student 
support, and overhead than this program consumes. This is both a strength and a threat. Cutting 
EBOT would not save any money but would actually represent a net loss in funds to UAF. 

• EBOT supports CRCD’s mission statement and UAF’s strategic goals by serving under-
represented Indigenous populations (30%, Table 2, Drumbeats AK Evaluation Report, 2014-
2018) and provides some of the university’s Alaska Native themed coursework; all courses are 
interdisciplinary, based on scientific and cultural concepts and taught from both Western and 
Indigenous perspectives, and prepare students for future academic coursework (EBOT SLOA). 

• Despite numerically relatively low student numbers, EBOT is defying UAF’s enrollment trend by 
increasing its numbers of majors and graduates; whereas overall university enrollment over the 
past five years has generally dropped: Fairbanks (-15.7%), KuC (-34.6%), and UAF (-26.4%) 

• EBOT has achieved significant increases in number of majors (90%) and program completion 
(100%). 

•  EBOT classes include student-driven research projects; hands-on, place-based experiential 
learning is a core element of our classes. EBOT students attend regional meetings. 

• With the exception of our blended introductory field course, all coursework is distance-
delivered, providing students outside of Bethel or Fairbanks the opportunity to enroll. 

• In 2017, we created a second track and 2 courses to the program, emphasizing anthropological 
aspects of ethnobotany – in order to increase program enrollment and completion numbers 

• Despite loss of personnel and mentorship, we now have an appropriately-trained teaching 
faculty with the specific skill set to deliver, via distance, our updated courses - providing 
curricular stability for our current and future students and meeting program SLOA goals.  

• We continue to offer our summer Introduction to Ethnobotany field course, held every year 
since 2008, in rural AK communities, providing hands-on instruction, and including Native 
Hawaiian exchange students and Elder instructors. 

• We co-sponsored regional meetings; Interior AK Plants as Food and Medicine Conference 
(2016), Western AK Interdisciplinary Science Conference (2015), EBOT All Hands Gathering in 
Sitka AK (2014), publications, including: Plants That We Eat (UA Press, by Anore Jones, EBOT 
Elder) and A Guide to the Ethnobotany of the Yukon-Kuskokwim Region, and are members of 
the National Science Foundation’s Open Science Network (www.opensciencenetwork.org/). 

• We will continue to provide dual credit EBOT courses to high school students. 

• We have increased our footprint in Alaska through new partnerships with the Association of 
Village Council Presidents in Bethel and AK Native Tribal Health Consortium’s course instruction 
at AK Pacific University. New collaboration with eCampus will increase our access to online 
students and increase enrollment. 

 
Major Limitations and Challenges  

• This program has been completely supported by grant funds, since its inception in 2009. Annual 
grant renewals (written by EBOT faculty) are required to support all salaries for the 1.2 FTE (split 
between 2) faculty and tuition/books/travel support for all program students.  
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DEPARTMENT:  Science Program, CRCD 
PROGRAM:  Ethnobotany 
DEGREE:  Certificate 

PROGRAM REVIEW 2014-15 

I. PROGRAM PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY 

 
a. Total SCH: 259 

b. Number of majors: 14 

c. Number of degrees: 2 

d. Time to degree:  0.14 years 

e. Department’s total budget in FY14 was $1,135,629.  Ethnobotany Certificate Program’s 

distribution amount was $285, 567 with restricted fund revenue covering 100%.  

f. The program averages 1 FTE. Support staff are shared depending on program delivery 

location. 

 

 

 
 The Ethnobotany Certificate Program (EBOT) at Kuskokwim Campus (KuC) is part of the 

CRCD Science Department at rural campuses, which also offers the High Latitude Range 

Management certificate (Northwest Campus), Environmental Studies certificate (Bristol 

Bay Campus), Sustainable Energy occupational endorsement (Interior-Aleutians 

Campus), and the Associate of Science degree. The first two are supported directly by 

the USDA Drumbeats grant, and have been so since their inception. Science 

department faculty are all in close communication with each other, have monthly 

teleconference meetings to keep abreast of current and new developments. We also 
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DEPARTMENT:  Science Program, CRCD 
PROGRAM:  Ethnobotany 
DEGREE:  Certificate 

PROGRAM REVIEW 2014-15 

share one grant manager who helps with reporting back to USDA, and a lab manager 

who supports distance delivery of departmental lab courses. As a result, and the fact 

that these are all distance-delivered programs, we share students.  

Our main barrier to collaboration is the use of headcount as a metric for each campus, 

since this accounting always goes to the campus that owns the designator, regardless 

of the region where the student resides. Departmental faculty would prefer that the 

campus headcounts be merged into one, single CRCD metric – since we truly want to 

work as one campus, just as the Chancellor has mandated. There is room for discussion 

here, and CRCD science faculty have ample experience to offer to help resolve this 

barrier to serving all of our students, regardless of where they live.  

 There are 2.5 FTE associated with EBOT, and 100% of faculty and staff time is devoted 

to this program. 

 We have one PhD faculty member, Dr. Kevin Jernigan, who teaches all of our courses, 

as well as Anthropology 100X, which fulfills a core course requirement at UAF.  

 Our other full-time PhD faculty member, Dr. Rose Meier, coordinates all other aspects 

of the program, including: grant submission and reporting, curriculum development, 

student admission and advising, facilitating student exchange and internship, working 

with EBOT Advisory Board, website content update, development and dissemination of 

promotional material, and liaising with program stakeholders (Elders, practitioners, 

colleagues from other institutions, community members, etc.). 

 We also have a part time PhD program assistant, Dr. Michelle Stover, who does K-12 

outreach, manages the KuC Herbarium and Garden - both of which have been created 

by the EBOT program efforts - and teaches EBOT related workshops in community 

schools and on KuC. 

 Our courses can be taken as an elective for the Biology program. We are currently 

discussing the possibility of being accepted as an elective within other programs, such 

as Anthropology and Alaska Native Studies. 

 We have been able to offer our Introduction to Ethnobotany course as a two-week 

summer field intensive course because of the availability of grant funds. The cost of 

running this class would otherwise be cost prohibitive for most of our students, as we 

would have to charge for travel, tuition, books, and food. We normally are able to stay 

in local school buildings and use their facilities since we are an educational activity.  
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DEPARTMENT:  Science Program, CRCD 
PROGRAM:  Ethnobotany 
DEGREE:  Certificate 

PROGRAM REVIEW 2014-15 

 

 
Because we are currently grant-funded, we have enough resources to employ the faculty and 

staff needed to meet our current objectives. We are in the process of building up our 

enrollment in order to begin to support our faculty, as we anticipate funding to decline in the 

next few years. This building process will be enhanced, once we are better able to enroll more 

students from all campuses. We are also opening a dialogue with Alaska Pacific University and 

other UA MAUs to explore the possibilities of including their students in our program.  

 

 
The EBOT faculty are both members of ACCFT, are term-funded.  One has a bipartite 

appointment and the other is tripartite. Along with our program assistant, we are entirely 

grant-funded (USDA and Title III), and have been since the program began to be developed in 

2008.  

 

Between the two faculty members’ efforts, we attend several professional meetings per year, 

and presentations for 2014 included:  

 

Jernigan, Kevin (2014). Resilience and changing food practices in southwest Alaska. 

Western Alaska Interdisciplinary Science Conference, Kotzebue, Alaska, April 23rd –25th. 

Won award for best presentation at the 2014 WAISC. 

 

Jernigan, Kevin (2014). “Do People Across the Bering Strait in Russia Use Their Tundra 

Plants the Same Way People Here Do?” KuC brown bag lunch series. Oct. 6th. 

 

Presentations from previous years have been made at the Alaska Plants as Food and Medicine 

conference (sponsored by the Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium in Anchorage), Alaska 

Forum on the Environment, the Tanana Chief’s Conference, Anchorage Botanical Gardens 

Annual meeting, and the Alaska Native Plant Society. 
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DEPARTMENT:  Science Program, CRCD 
PROGRAM:  Ethnobotany 
DEGREE:  Certificate 

PROGRAM REVIEW 2014-15 

Program faculty, Kevin Jernigan, is PI for an award (#1304612) through NSF Arctic Social 

Science Program to conduct an ethnomedical comparison of the Chukchi and Naukan Yupik in 

Chukotka and the Central Alaskan Yup'ik.  The grant period is from 09/15/2013 - 02/28/2017.  

       

This research examines whether there are more similarities in medical beliefs between two 

societies speaking similar languages and sharing a deep historical root (Naukan Yupik and 

Central Alaskan Yup'ik), or between two societies speaking unrelated languages, but sharing 

the more recent influence of the dominant Russian culture (Naukan and Chukchi). The 

comparison focuses on beliefs about the effects that plants have on the body, including 

species believed to have medicinal, nutritional and toxic properties. 

 

The first field season in Chukotka was completed from 07/08/14 to 9/26/14 with Naukan 

Yup’ik and Chukchi people in the villages of Lorino, Lavrentiya and Uelen, in Chukotka, Russia.  

Dr. Jernigan and his team conducted 53 interviews with 26 individuals and made presentations 

about their research in local cultural centers and schools in each village.  They gave two 

interviews for Russian television and radio as well.  Eighty plant voucher specimens were 

collected of local useful plants, and have been deposited at the herbarium of the Komarov 

Botanical Institute in St. Petersburg.  Ethnographic results are currently being analyzed and 

prepared for publication and dissemination at appropriate ethnobiological conferences.  

 

Assisting the PI during the first field session were: KuC ethnobotany program undergraduate 

and teaching assistant, Darlene Orr; postdoctoral researcher, Valeria Kolosova, from the 

Institute of Linguistic Studies in St. Petersburg, and graduate student, Olga Belichenko , from 

the European University in St. Petersburg.  These research assistants learned techniques for 

conducting ethnobotanical interviews and field collection of botanical voucher specimens from 

the PI.  

 

At the end of the project, results will be compiled into short descriptive reference booklets to 

be distributed in each study community.  These materials will be bilingual, in the local 

language and Russian or English, as appropriate.  Each set of materials will describe the thirty 

to forty most important plant species with health consequences for each culture area.  Results 

will also be shared on a project website and distributed to local health organizations, adding to 

the dialogue between biomedical and local practices, and allowing health practitioners to 

understand some similarities and differences between the two systems.   
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DEPARTMENT:  Science Program, CRCD 
PROGRAM:  Ethnobotany 
DEGREE:  Certificate 

PROGRAM REVIEW 2014-15 

 

The EBOT program has also produced a first draft of the Yup’ik English Manual of Ethnobotany 

manuscript, now posted on the websites of the Alaska Native Language Center, 

http://www.uaf.edu/anlc/, and KuC, http://www.bethel.uaf.edu/. This is the first manual for 

the Yup’ik speaking regions of Alaska, and is largely based on Elder input. 

 

II. NEED FOR PROGRAM 

 

EBOT arose to address a regional needs assessment process that resulted in two requests from 

the communities of the Yukon Kuskokwim area of Alaska: provide more access science, 

technology, engineering and math (STEM) curriculum and develop a program in ethnobotany 

that brings together STEM concepts in a culturally relevant, place-based setting. In spite of the 

fact that the Y-K Delta is among the most economically disadvantaged areas in the United 

States, this region offers a unique array of renewable resources and potential employment 

opportunities. Specifically, the tundra has a botanical wealth that is scientifically and 

economically untapped. The Yup’ik/Cup’ik people of the region recognize this natural 

abundance and, while the western term “ethnobotany” may not be recognized by many of 

these traditionalists, the importance that their indigenous flora represents as a source of food, 

medicine, fuel, structural material, and community health is well known.  

 

This certificate program contributes to UAF’s mission and core themes on all levels. EBOT:  

1. provides an additional entry point into UAF and an academic career that blends 

traditional Alaska Native knowledge with STEM concepts (educates),  

2. gives our students and faculty the opportunity to discover and document traditional 

knowledge of Alaska Natives in an academic setting,  

3. prepares our students for additional degrees and entry level positions because we’ve 

included UAF core courses in the program requirements,  

4. is unique as one of the only places within the UA system that connects Alaska native 

traditional knowledge of plants with the corresponding scientific concepts associated 

with these cultural pillars, and  
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DEPARTMENT:  Science Program, CRCD 
PROGRAM:  Ethnobotany 
DEGREE:  Certificate 

PROGRAM REVIEW 2014-15 

5. engages rural and urban community members by providing opportunities to 

experience the interdisciplinary aspects of ethnobotany in 21st century Alaska – from 

life-long learning events such as free public presentations and non-credit workshops 

to for-credit coursework and writing of manuscripts for publication.  

 

EBOT is very unique in the UA system. We are the only UA system program to offer a 

certificate to students for exploring the use of 

native plants, including traditional Alaska 

Native ways, new applications, and fusions of 

the two. Our summer course, Introduction to 

Ethnobotany, has been taught for the past 7 

years, in as many communities in western 

and SE Alaska, and our inclusion of Alaska 

Native Elders and community members is a 

hallmark of our field courses that makes it 

even more unique amongst UAFs curriculum.  

 

A relatively new program at UAF, we represent a long-term commitment on this institution’s 

part, of working within rural communities at the point of need. We bring a human face to UAF 

for many residents of rural Alaska who would mostly likely not, otherwise, have much contact 

with what we (and the rest of UAF) have to offer. And we strive to teach in ways that honor 

both academic rigor and traditional knowledge – for both need to be valued and balanced if 

communities are to be sustainable in the future. 

 

The importance of this program is highlighted by the letters of support in the Appendix at the 

end of this document. In the few years that we’ve been in existence, we’ve developed partners 

from all over Alaska and other parts of the US. Their words speak of a desire to help this 

program succeed, and to continue looking for ways expand the ways that we bring 

ethnobotany to students and communities in this state. 
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DEPARTMENT:  Science Program, CRCD 
PROGRAM:  Ethnobotany 
DEGREE:  Certificate 

PROGRAM REVIEW 2014-15 

 

We have partnered with sister institutions in the Hawaii University system: Windward 

Community college and Maui College, primarily by 

offering student exchange opportunities. There have 

been three Hawaiian students, and four Alaska 

students who have taken courses in their sister 

institution during this reporting period.  We are in the 

process of setting up another one for this coming 

spring semester. 

 

The Ethnobotany program participated in many 

educational programs during the 2013/2014 academic year.  These programs include “Science 

Night” at Gladys Jung elementary school, Seed and Seedling lessons at Ayaprun Elitnaurvik 

elementary school and Dillon Park, “Women of Science”, “Kids to College”, and science 

tutoring at KuC. 

 

Science Night: 

On November 13, 2013 Kevin Jernigan and Michelle Stover participated in Science Night at 

Gladys Jung elementary school in Bethel, AK.  This program was sponsored by UAF’s College of 

Natural Science and Mathematics’ (CNSM) office of education and public outreach.  Kevin and 

Michelle spoke with students about collecting “mouse food” (traditionally-harvested roots and 

tubers) and cooked mouse food pancakes.   

 

Seed and Seedling lessons: 

From late April to early March of 2014 Michelle Stover 

visited Ayaprun Elitnaurvik elementary school to speak with 

the students about 

Ethnobotany and teach 

lessons on seeds and plant 

growth.  Two classes of 

third graders 

(approximately twenty 

students) planted wild flowers, dill, and cabbage seeds.  A 

garden plot at Dillon Park was donated by Bethel Parks and 
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DEPARTMENT:  Science Program, CRCD 
PROGRAM:  Ethnobotany 
DEGREE:  Certificate 

PROGRAM REVIEW 2014-15 

Recreation Department.  Both classes participated in a “clean up day” at the park and the 

seedlings were planted into the garden beds.   

 

Women of Science: 

On March 1, 2014 Michelle Stover led a hands-on workshop for 

the 7th annual Women of Science program at the UAF’s 

Kuskokwim Campus.  Women of Science is a program 

sponsored by Girl Scouts of Alaska (GSA) that introduces girls to 

women working in science, technology, engineering, and math 

fields.  Michelle spoke about Ethnobotany and the various uses 

of seeds before making seeded paper with the girls (ages 7-9 

years old).  The GSA provided lots of enthusiastic young people who came to our activity and 

took home a bit more appreciation for seeds and plants in their life. 

 

Kids to College: 

On April 25, 2014 Michelle Stover led an information session for the “Kids to College” program 

at KuC.  Sixth graders from Gladys Jung and Ayaprun Elitnaurvit visited campus to learn about 

the programs offered and experience “college life”.  Michelle presented an overview of the 

Ethnobotany program requirements, careers in Ethnobotany, and sent students home with a 

seedling to cultivate.   

 

During the review period, we’ve collaborated with the Western Alaska Interdisciplinary Science 

Conference (WAISC) to host their annual meeting twice; once in 2011 

(https://seagrant.uaf.edu/conferences/waisc/2011/index.html), and we will host it again in 

2015. This involves additional faculty time for planning, and coordinating all aspects of the 

meeting. Additional partners for this meeting are UAF Sea Grant (services) and Alaska 

Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive Research (EPSCOR, travel funds). WAISC 

provides the framework for convening a regional conference to discuss relevant topics and 

bring together stakeholders from all over the region who don’t normally interact. It also 

provides a friendly platform for students to do presentations and begin to learn about the 

value of attending professional gatherings in their own programs. 
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We have also been collaborating with the University of Alaska Museum 

(UAM) of the North’s Herbarium curator and staff as we begin to curate 

our own fledgling herbarium collection for EBOT at KuC. Comprised of 

both student and faculty-obtained specimens, we are in the process of 

putting our data online into ARCTOS (http://arctos.database.museum/), 

a multidisciplinary collection management information system that 

integrates access to diverse types of collections to anyone with internet 

capability. This is the same system that UAM uses, and we are happy to 

partner with the Herbarium staff to start our collection out well by 

uploading it into an easily-accessible, well-maintained and established 

system used by many institutions throughout the US.  

 

Our collaboration with the Effie Kokrine Charter School in Fairbanks began in earnest in Spring 

2014 – when we planned for and then provided the instructor and tuition for our Introduction 

to Ethnobotany (EBOT 100) class. Taught by one of 

our Advisory Board members who is a graduate 

student in Anthropology, this pilot course was well 

received, and will be taught again in the summer of 

2015, pending funding. For this upcoming class, we 

are excited at the possibility of a collaboration with 

the National Park Service (NPS), to teach EBOT 100 

to students from both Fairbanks and Anaktuvuk 

Pass.  NPS would provide travel, room and board, 

and EBOT would provide the instructor, books, and tuition. In both collaborations, Effie 

Kokrine provides for student recruitment, and dual high school/college credit for our class, 

which fulfills one of the science requirements for these students. 

 

A result of one of our collaborations during the review period has been published by the 

National Park Service. Land of the Eskimos, Edible Plants Used by the Yupik Eskimos of 

Southeastern Chukchi Peninsula, Russia by Lyudmila Ainana and Igor A. Zagrebin, a newly-

released NPS publication, has been used and reviewed in our EBOT 100 classes for the past 

several years. Student and instructor comments have helped inform the EBOT-funded 

scientific editors who made it possible to publish this volume, in collaboration with NPS 

Beringia. Our partnership with these authors helped bring a previously-unavailable resource 
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on an under-studied part of the world to researchers all over the world through the NPS 

publication clearinghouse. 

 

Another collaboration, with the Alaska Native Language Center (ANLC) has resulted in the 

online publication of our bilingual Yup’ik English Manual of Ethnobotany, at 

http://www.uaf.edu/anlc/. ANLC has both provided technical and language support for this 

effort, and we are delighted to finally see this work brought online.  

 

EBOT is part of the National Science Foundations, Open Science Network in Ethnobiology, 

http://www.opensciencenetwork.org/resources/resource-index/institutions/university-of-

alaska-fairbanks/. This national program provides ethnobotanical curriculum to anyone via 

their online resources. One of the EBOT faculty is currently on the Advisory Board. 

 

In May 2014 we were able to convene our Ethnobotany All Hands Gathering in Sitka AK. This 

meeting was funded by our USDA Drumbeats grant, and we timed it to coincide with the last 

few days of our regularly-offered summer EBOT 100 class.  

The 47 participants (EBOT faculty, student, Elder, and program partners), helped us identify 

new directions and potential 

partners for the best future for EBOT 

at UAF. The proceedings of this 

meeting (attached) included recipes, 

stories, potential partner lists, and 

ideas for next steps for this program 

and will be posted on our program’s 

and Kuskokwim Campus’ websites.  

We will be working with our 

Advisory Board during this academic 

year to begin implementing these 

ideas.  
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This type of collaboration for a certificate 

program, from within and outside of UAF, is 

not a common occurrence – but this program 

represents much more than a certificate to 

many of our students, staff, Elders and 

stakeholders. We have become a 

clearinghouse for people interested in a wide 

range of information - from how to make teas 

and tinctures, to the effects that climate 

change is having on subsistence harvesting of 

native plants. Our small shop cannot accommodate everyone, but we are often able to 

provide connections between appropriate parties.  By providing this type of service, we are 

truly helping UAF fulfill their mission to engage Alaskans via lifelong learning, outreach, and 

community development.  

 

 

 
There is no other program in the UA system that concentrates on an interdisciplinary approach 

to learning about the biology and traditional uses of native plants. Although EBOT was 

originally developed as lower division certificate program, we have come to realize that there 

upper division and graduate level students who would like to take, and have taken 

ethnobotany courses. But we’ve been unable to accommodate these students under the 

current structure, and being housed at a rural campus has made us nearly invisible to main 

campus students. We would like to be able to serve more students in future, and are currently 

seeking a partner baccalaureate program that will work with us to incorporate our courses into 

their course requirements as electives and perhaps, substitute for one of their core courses. 

 

At the moment, we are working with students at both an undergraduate and graduate level on 

interdisciplinary programs with an emphasis in ethnobotany. Until there is a more formal 

avenue for these students at UAF, we will continue to mentor these students through the 

interdisciplinary program stream – but it will be best when we can work with existing 

programs to develop a track for our future students. To the extent that it is possible, we would 
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like to work with the Provost to pursue these new collaborations within UAF, as they represent 

a new, low-to-no-cost area of study that has the potential to attract additional students. 

 

In the attached Appendix, we are including letters of support for this program, from our 

students, graduates, partners in the USDA Alaska Native/Native Hawaiian serving grant 

program, and others with whom we’ve collaborated in the past. The size of this program belies 

our broad-reaching effects in the communities of Alaska and beyond, due, in large part, to the 

resurging interest in learning more about healthy ways of living. We offer a place in the UAF 

curriculum for students to begin to explore the natural landscape around them and the many 

practical uses for its flora, based on both traditional knowledge and scientific concepts. As 

program coordinator, I am always touched each time I see how much of an impact this 

program has on our students, Elders, colleagues and community members. One of our 

Advisory Board Elders put it so well when he said, “This is so great. I hope it never ends!” 

 

 
Ethnobotany is an interdisciplinary study that provides students with a basic understanding 

of botany and the cultural importance of plants to people, and skills they learn include plant 

collection and identification, interview techniques and literature review – all of which fold 

into student driven research projects that are developed, carried out, and reported on 

during the course of several of the EBOT core classes.  Students who complete the EBOT 

program achieve a tangible, initial academic milestone and can be motivated to reach higher 

milestones, such as the Associate of Science degree or to further their undergraduate or 

graduate education at UAF or other institutions. Other students will be prepared to enter 

the workforce as ethnobotanists or biologists for both local and regional employers (i.e., U.S. 

Fish and Wildlife Service, Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Bureau of Land 

Management, tribal natural resource departments, environmental firms, etc.). Still others 

can use their knowledge and skills to develop cottage industries around the processing and 

marketing of local botanical products. 
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In truth, many of our students are life-long learners who 

already have careers and families – we’ve had people 

from all walks of life take our courses: law, medicine, rural 

health work, federal and state natural resource agency 

work; to name a few. They take our courses because they 

want to learn more about ethnobotany. Results of a 

student and community survey that was done during AY 

2013 indicated a strong interest in attending these non-

credit workshops at right now and these have filled up so 

quickly that we’ve added sessions to accommodate more 

participants. 

 

We are happy to provide this varied type of 

educational experience to all students, 

program and non-program alike, as well as to 

those who participate in our non-credit 

workshops, such as soap-making, birch sap 

tapping, and natural dyes. And we do this 

because we realize that offering a spectrum 

of instruction has a significant impact within 

rural communities that will lead to more 

positive recognition of UAF.  

 

III. MISSION FULFILLMENT 

 
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA FAIRBANKS 

Student Learning Outcomes Assessment 
Ethnobotany Certificate Program 

 
Expanded 

Statement of 
Intended 

Objectives/Ou
tcomes 

Assessment Criteria and 
Procedures 

Implementation 
(what, when, who) 
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Institutional 
Purpose 

 MISSION 
STATEMENT: 
 
The ethnobotany 
certificate program 
will provide a 
culturally-relevant 
course of study 
focused on the uses 
of native flora of 
Alaska. 
 
GOAL STATEMENT: 
 
To assure 
certificate 
recipients possess a 
strong academic 
foundation and are 
well prepared to 
continue on with 
further university 
studies or pursue 
entry-level 
positions in natural 
and/or cultural 
resource based 
positions. 
 

1) Students 
will achieve 
fundamental 
college-level 
competency in 
fields of 
ethnobotany, 
botany, 
biology, math 
and chemistry. 

Direct measurement: An exit 
exam to test fundamental 
competency in ethnobotany. 

Based on testing results, 
Advisor will determine 
appropriate courses for 
student to enroll in. Students 
will successfully complete, 
transfer in, or test out of, 
the certificate course 
requirements in 
ethnobotany, biology, math 
and chemistry, which also 
fulfill UAF core course 
requirements.  
 
An exit exam to test 
fundamental competency in 
ethnobotany will be given, 
by the instructor, as part of 
EBOT 230, Ethnobotanical 
Chemistry – one of our core 
courses that requires 
students to have taken EBOT 
100, Introduction to 
Ethnobotany; chemistry, and 
math.  

 
 
 
 
 

Direct measurement: student 
project development, 
execution, and presentation 
within 2 of core EBOT classes 
(EBOT 100, Introduction to 
Ethnobotany, and EBOT 220, 
Ethnobotanical Techniques).  

Presentations to the host 
community (EBOT 100) or 
classmates (EBOT 220) 
provide time for listeners to 
ask and students to answer 
questions about the project. 
The instructor will evaluate 
student’s performance of all 
three aspects of the project, 
and peer review will be 
added for the presentations. 
Any gaps in understanding 
will be brought to the 
student’s attention 
(privately) and opportunities 
to fill those deficiencies will 
be developed on a case-by-
case basis, between 
instructor and student. 
Completion of any required 
additional work will be done 
within 1 semester of the 
course ending. 
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2) Students 
will gain 
cultural 
awareness of 
the importance 
of native flora 
to rural and 
Native 
Alaskans and 
will contribute 
to the 
documentation 
of traditional 
and modern 
uses of native 
flora of Alaska. 

Indirect measurement: 
students will complete a 
survey assessing their 
perception of the field of 
ethnobotany and EBOT at the 
beginning and end of their 
program. This will be done in 
conjunction with Objective 
number 3. 

At the end of the class 
sessions of EBOT 100 and 
EBOT 230, the instructor will 
hand out a survey to assess 
the students’ perception of 
ethnobotany and EBOT. Both 
will include the same 
questions, as well as some 
that are unique for the 
placement within the 
program timeline. It will be 
made clear to the students 
that student answers will not 
have any impact on their 
grades, but that we are 
asking them to share their 
perceptions to help us make 
any needed improvements to 
the program. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Direct measurement: student 
project development, 
execution, and presentation 
within 2 of core EBOT classes 
(EBOT 100, Introduction to 
Ethnobotany, and EBOT 220, 
Ethnobotanical Techniques).  

Presentations to the host 
community (EBOT 100) or 
classmates (EBOT 220) 
provide time for listeners to 
ask and students to answer 
questions about the project. 
The instructor will evaluate 
student’s performance of all 
three aspects of the project, 
and peer review will be 
added for the presentations. 
Any gaps in understanding 
will be brought to the 
student’s attention 
(privately) and opportunities 
to fill those deficiencies will 
be developed on a case-by-
case basis, between 
instructor and student. 
Completion of any required 
additional work will be done 
within 1 semester of the 
course ending. 

3) Students 
will develop 
awareness of 
the scientific 
and economic 
potential of 

Indirect measurement: 
students will complete a 
survey assessing their 
perception of the field of 
ethnobotany and scientific 
and economic potential of 
Alaska native flora at the 

At the end of the class 
sessions of EBOT 100 and 
EBOT 230, the instructor will 
hand out a survey to assess 
the students’ perception of 
scientific and economic 
potential of Alaska native 
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Alaska native 
flora. 
 
 

beginning and end of their 
program. These will be done 
in conjunction with 
Objective number 2. 

flora. Both will include the 
same questions, as well as 
some that are unique for the 
placement within the 
program timeline. It will be 
made clear to the students 
that student answers will not 
have any impact on their 
grades, but that we are 
asking them to share their 
perceptions to help us make 
any needed improvements to 
the program. 

  Indirect measurement: 
community members who are 
introduced to EBOT Program 
will provide 
workshop/activity feedback 
to instructors regarding 
effectiveness of workshop 
offerings. 

EBOT Program will provide 
lifelong and K-12 learning 
opportunities (non-credit 
workshops/activities) on 
ethnobotanical topics such as 
soap-making, natural dyes, 
and both in- and after-school 
projects, in collaboration 
with 4H and local school 
districts. An evaluation will 
be provided at the end of 
each activity to help EBOT 
tailor future offerings to the 
interest of the community. 
We will also be able to 
promote EBOT as an option 
for further study to all 
participants and their 
families/communities. 

 4) Evaluation 
of EBOT 
Program 
success will be 
done based on 
student work, 
course 
evaluations, 
faculty input, 
University and 
external 
review 
process. 

Indirect measurement: 
Perception of EBOT Program 
from colleagues outside the 
Program’s day-to-day 
operation will be solicited 
from annual EBOT Advisory 
Board meetings. 

EBOT Advisory Board 
members will convene to 
evaluate student survey 
results, identify program 
areas needing improvement, 
and craft action items to 
address these shortcomings. 
University review process 
will provide time for 
reflection and tweaking of 
the Program to improve its 
efficacy and sustainability 
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Submitted by: Rose Meier 
Contact Information: X6935 

Date: 5 December 2014 
 

1. Assessment information collected 

Thus far we’ve used the direct measurements of course completion and project development, 
implementation, and presentation within EBOT 100, Introduction to Ethnobotany, and EBOT 
220, Ethnobotanical Techniques, as our means of assessing student progress and competency. 
We realize, now, that these are not optimal measures – and are making steps now to correct 
this gap in our program management in our spring semester’s offerings (see updated SLOA). 
 

2. Conclusions drawn from the information summarized above  

The first few years of our existence at UAF have required some rather extraordinary efforts for 
a two-faculty-manned, 32 credit certificate program, including being responsible for all of the 
logistics involved in: convening four Elder conferences, remote intensive field courses each 
summer, organizing and hosting the Western Alaska Interdisciplinary Science Conference in 
2011, facilitating student exchanges with University of Hawaii campuses, establishing an 
ethnobotanical garden and herbarium at the Kuskokwim campus, providing non-credit 
workshops to community members in several regions of the state, and writing/publishing 
online the first bilingual Yup’ik/English Manual of Ethnobotany.  
 
We tell you this, not to make excuses – but to inform you that much of our time has been 
devoted to helping the program meet our USDA grant funders’ objectives, many of which are 
included in the list above. We want to be clear that we have not consciously omitted other, 
more optimal measures – we were just very focused on recruiting into and matriculating 
students from the program. In this type of development phase assessment didn’t rise to the 
top of our to-do list. Once we build the new measures into our existing structure (to begin 
Spring 2015) it won’t take long to begin assessing the ones that we’ve outlined in our 
currently-submitted SLOA. 
 

Ethnobotany Certificate Program 
Kuskokwim Campus  

AY 2009 - 2014 
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3. Curricular changes resulting from conclusions drawn above 

We have had an opportunity to discuss our first five years at UAF at our May 2014 EBOT All 
Hands Gathering, attended by our EBOT Advisory Board, EBOT program Elders, program 
graduates, current students, partners from University of Hawaii (UH) Maui, AH-Windward 
Community College, and other colleagues. As a result of these discussions, we are going to 
adjust the program to add a second track with an emphasis on social science. Many of our 
students are very interested in exploring the cultural aspects of ethnobotany, and they will be 
able to do that much more easily within our newly-designed two track system.  
 
A larger issue for this program is something that other new programs also experience within 
UAF. We do not fit within the tightly-packed framework of existing programs, and so, are not 
able to effectively recruit potential students into EBOT because it cannot fit within their 
program’s required course matrix. When potential students inquire about enrolling in our 
program they often end up having to opt out because of this limitation. We have been 
successful in fitting EBOT into the interdisciplinary studies program, but we are hoping for a 
less burdensome option for future students who wish to include EBOT into their education. 
 
We are working to address this situation by looking for a partner within the existing UAF 
programs that will consider counting one or more of our courses as eligible for their program.  
The initial dialogue with Alaska Native Studies did not yield fruit, but we will be revisiting this 
possibility with the new program leadership that is now in place. Similarly, during Spring 2015 
we will be approaching the Anthropology department to suss out potential collaboration 
there. This process could, potentially, be enhanced when one of the current Anthropology 
faculty members will be developing a new ethnomycology course for EBOT during Summer 
2015. We are hopeful that this can be cross-listed between our two designators, and may even 
be one that will become an option for Anthropology students as well. With this type of model 
successfully launched, it will be easier to begin finding more ways for EBOT classes to fit within 
existing programs at UAF. 
 

4. Identify the faculty members involved in reaching the conclusions drawn above and 

agreeing upon the curricular changes resulting 

EBOT faculty members: Rose Meier, Kevin Jernigan, and EBOT Advisory Board members who 
are UAF faculty: Pat Holloway, Mike Koskey, and adjunct faculty, Lisa Strecker. 
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Ethnobotany Certificate Program 2014 Review - Appendix 
 

Contents 
1. Letters of Support 

2. Society for Economic Botany Fall 2014 Newsletter – Introduction to 

Ethnobotany at Chukchi College in Alaska: Rich Lands & Rich Peoples 

3. Proceedings from the First Ethnobotany All Hands Gathering, 29-31 May, 

Sitka AK 

4. Video from the First Ethnobotany All Hands Gathering, 29-31 May, Sitka AK 

5.  
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         3 December 2014 
 

Dr. Susan Henrichs 
Office of the Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs  
311 Signers' Hall 

P.O. Box 757580 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks 
 

 Greetings of aloha, 
 On behalf of the UH Maui College (UHMC) Hawaiian Studies Department, I want to share my support for the UAF - 
Kuskokwim Campus Ethnobotany (EBOT) Program's positive impacts on UHMC students and faculty. 

 Over many years, UHMC and Kuskokwim EBOT Programs and their respective students, faculty, and associated kūpuna 
(elders) have, I believe, mutually benefitted from the collaborative efforts of both campuses. Those collaborations have, in addition 
to texbook knowledge, included student and faculty visits, indigenous knowledge exchanges, and intensive Summer ethnobotany 

courses; all wonderful opportunities for experiential learning and the application of ethnobotanical practices to take place.  
 Those opportunities would not have happened without the hand of collegiality extended by Rose Meier, Coordinator of 
the KuC Ethnobotany Program, to us at UHMC. Over time, agreements regarding student exchanges and coursework between our 

respective campuses was worked out. The most recent Summer course was held in Sitka, 19-30 May 2014; and UHMC students 
were included.  
 The time in Sitka also included an All Hands Gathering, a meeting of the EBOT Advisory Board, Elders, graduates and 

other stakeholders. I, as a former UHMC Coordinator of AN/NH consortium projects and an Hawaiian Ethnobotany teacher, and 
my wife Lisa Schattenburg-Raymond, a Hawaiian Ethnobotany and Hawaiian Fiber Arts (Maʻawe) teacher, were invited to attend 
to assist with planning sessions for future steps for the program. It was valuable for us, as representatives of UHMC, to share the 

Hawaiian perspective of the importance of ethnobotany in Hawaiian culture, to be allowed to contribute ideas (All Hands 
Gathering Proceedings, page 11) toward a greater good for the program; and most especially to learn from Alaska native elders and 
practitioners. UHMC student, Matthew Stone, who had attended the 2013 EBOT Summer course, was also invited to the All Hands 

Gathering; and went to Sitka with us. Let me quote from something he sent Rose and others; including myself: 

 "I feel honored to be invited back to Alaska, in any role, and I believe it shows that my personal goal of representing for 
UHMC and my community in a positive way was achieved. I must say, the trip was a life-changing experience that reaffirmed to me 
that I am on the right path, opened my mind to a whole new world, and enlightened me to an understanding of what Ethnobotany is, 
what it can be, and my own personal vision of it. Who would have thought that an interdisciplinary study of all things botanical and 
cultural would exist? What an amazing thing! Walking the line  between these two wondrous worlds of study, while fusing the 
similarities and enjoying the differences must be why I have arrived at this point in my life. I am very thankful for the 'ike (knowledge) 
gained both here at UHMC, and in the far north of Alaska, and to all my instructors in both places!" 
 Matthew articulates - captures the essence - of what I think we are all hoping to achieve with our EBOT Programs. I urge 

you to support, as I do, current and future UAF Kuskokwim Campus EBOT projects.  
         Mahalo,    
     

         S. Kīʻope Raymond    
         Associate Professor   
         Hawaiian Studies  

cc: Rose Meier 
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     Department of Biology  

                Frostburg State University  

                101 Braddock Road 
      Frostburg, MD 21532 

 

            December 1, 2014 
Dr. Susan Henrichs 
Office of the Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs  

311 Signers' Hall 
P.O. Box 757580 

University of Alaska, Fairbanks 
Fairbanks, AK 99775 
Phone: (907)474-6634 

Fax: (907)474-1836 
 
Dear Dr. Henrichs, 

 
This letter is in support of the Ethnobotany (EBOT) Certificate Program offered 

at the University of Alaska’s Chukchi and Kuskokwim Campuses. I am 
fortunate enough to have been able to collaborate with UAF’s EBOT program in 
a variety of ways including as an adjunct instructor and in curricular and 

programmatic development.   
 

I am personally invested in assisting the success of Ethnobotany Program 
because ethnobotany education has been the focus of my career.  I coordinate 
and teach the majority of the courses in the Bachelor of Science Ethnobotany 

Program at Frostburg State University (FSU) in Maryland. This program was 
initiated in 2007 and has completed 21 students.  Though it is a relatively new 
program the number of students in the program continues to grow due to a 

national demand for this unique major.  I am also a Co-PI on a National 
Science Foundation Grant to advance collaboration in Ethnobotany Education 

through the Open Science Network, www.opensciencenetwork.org (OSN).  
 
I am dedicated to rural students’ transition to college, and particularly science 

careers, and successfully complete programs.  I am acutely aware of the need 
for additional mentoring and assistance to retain these students.  At FSU I 

work to build a community of students who are dedicated to completing the 
program together through first-year experiences, destination field-based 
blended courses, and opportunities for authentic research experiences.  My 

visits to Alaska have made a lasting impression on both my professional and 
personal growth.  I am dedicated to helping sustain this program as a great 
resource for connecting students to science.  Ethnobotany programs introduce 

students, particularly minorities and women, to science in a non-intimidating 
and relatable manner. UAF’s EBOT program is unique its ability to introduce 

students to science in often their first science course as a pathway to science 
education.   
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The Ethnobotany Program is very fortunate to have Dr. Rose Meier as the 

coordinator at KuC.  Dr. Meier is extremely active in the Open Science Network 
and has attended various OSN events sharing her teaching and curricular 

development expertise.  She is extremely engaged, well-connected, and well-
respected among teachers with the discipline of ethnobotany. Under the 
direction of Dr. Meier the EBOT program has been extremely successful and is 

limitless it’s potential impact. 
 
Last summer I was hired as an adjunct instructor to teach Introduction to 

Ethnobotany (EBOT 100) at the Chukchi Campus, one of the rural UAF 
campuses that has chosen to offer EBOT in their region. I was extremely 

impressed by the caliber of the staff at Chukchi and the quality of the students 
recruited into the EBOT program.  The EBOT 100 course was designed and 
implemented using the American Association for the Advance of Sciences 

(AAAS) Vision and Change in Undergraduate Biology Education 
(visionandchange.org).  Each learning activity was linked to specific core concepts 

and competencies to develop future science leaders. The course was taught 
using innovative methods including experiential and problem based learning, 
case studies, flipped classrooms, and immediate feedback assessment 

techniques. The EBOT 100 course is part of a larger evidence-based program 
evaluating various instructional techniques.  
 

In my experience, a unique aspect of the EBOT program is the seamless and 
positive relationship with the community. The EBOT program is dedicated to 

advancing the positive impacts that they have on students and on the local 
community.  The program is unique in the benefits that they can provide to the 
local community including respect and appreciation of traditions and 

environmental stewardship. The programs are able to have a direct positive 
impact on environmental and cultural preservation and economic development 
for rural Alaska. In addition many community members were engaged in 

outreach of the EBOT program and dedicated to making the program a 
success.  The program directly interacted and benefited the local community 

and the community had extensive buy-in to the success of the program.  The 
program uniquely provides opportunities for community engagement with 
Elders and in community projects. 

 
I have been offered an opportunity to complete a sabbatical at the Kuskokwim 

Campus during the Fall of 2015.  I will be teaching a course within the 
program of either EBOT 210, Ethical Wildcrafting (1 credit) or EBOT 220 
Ethnobotanical Techniques (2 credit).  I will also be assisting in transferring 

portions of the EBOT 100 Introduction to Ethnobotany course online.  I will be 
completing pedagogical research on Ethnobiology education.  In addition I will 
be assisting in a proposal to bring the Society for Economic Botany Annual 

Meeting to the Kuskokwim Campus in Bethel, Alaska.  I was a conference 
coordinator for a successful meeting held in Frostburg in 2012.   
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Close interaction and collaboration between the few schools offering degrees in 

Ethnobotany in the United States including the University of Hawaii Manoa 
and UAF’s program will serve to benefit all programs.  We can work together to 

complement each other’s programs and define specific niches within the field.   
 
I am very dedicated to assisting UAF in expanding and improving an already 

successful program that produces tangible results for the local communities. 
The EBOT program provides immeasurable benefits to the students and the 
state of Alaska. I hope that the program continues to be supported by the 

University. 
 

Please feel free to contact me for additional information.           
 
Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Sunshine L. Brosi, Ph.D. 
 
Associate Professor, Ethnobotany & Forest Ecology 
Program Coordinator: Applied Ecology & Conservation Biology (MS), Wildlife & Fisheries 
Biology (MS, BS), Interpretive Biology & Natural History (BS), and Ethnobotany (BS)  
Frostburg State University 
101 Braddock Road 
Frostburg, MD  21532 
slbrosi@frostburg.edu 
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PO Box 756960   Fairbanks, AK 99775    www.uaf.edu/museum    fax 907.474.1987 

 
3 Dec. 2014 
 
Dr. Susan Henrichs 
Office of the Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 
311 Signers' Hall 
P.O. Box 757580 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks 
Fairbanks, AK 99775 
 
Re: Letter of Support for the Certificate in Ethnobotany Program 
 
Dear Provost Henrichs, 
 

It is my great pleasure to express my full support for the Certificate in Ethnobotany 
Program (EBOT) at the Kuskokwim campus. The EBOT program provides a unique learning 
environment in which biological and social science theories are integrated. Participating in the 
EBOT program will enable students to work in areas related to the conservation of biological and 
cultural diversity, work in natural health care businesses and practices, enter Associates and 
Bachelor’s of Science degree programs in Ethnobotany, Botany, Anthropology, and related fields 
or enter advanced medical training programs.  

Ethnobotany is the study of the interrelationship between people and plants, particularly 
the way in which plants impact on human culture and practices. How humans have used and 
modified plants, and how they represent them in their systems of knowledge. At its very core 
Ethnobotany is fundamentally interdisciplinary by connecting anthropology, botany, natural 
resource management and environmental history, all of which are highly desirable aspects of our 
changing lives in Alaska, where we are at the forefront of studying climate change.  

 The Ethnobotany program is fostering close ties between village elders, EBOT students 
and traditional knowledge keepers to build content knowledge and develop career perspectives 
for rural students, all much needed aspects of preserving our cultural heritage and improving 
lifes in rural villages. Students of the Ethnobotany program are providing invaluable information 
on the botanical heritage of our state. As the keeper of such information, the UA Museum 
Herbarium, as the de facto state repository for botanical specimens, we are excited to see the 
fledgling EBOT program beginning to contribute to the botanical and ethnobotanical knowledge 
base through the incorporation of EBOT specimen data in our online database ARCTOS 
http://arctos.database.museum/SpecimenSearch.cfm. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Stefanie Ickert-Bond, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor of Botany 
Curator of the Herbarium (ALA), UA Museum of the North, UAF 
Phone: 1-907-4776277 
Email: smickertbond@alaska.edu 
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2 December 2014 
 
Dr. Susan Henrichs 
Office of the Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs  
311 Signers' Hall 
P.O. Box 757580 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks 
Fairbanks, AK 99775 
 
 
Greetings Dr. Henrichs 
 
I am writing to express strong support for the University of Alaska’s Ethnobotany 
Certification program. For five of the 10 introductory level classes (EBOT 100) 
that have been taught as the first step in this program, I have been involved as 
the co-instructor, working with Dr. Kevin Jernigan, Dr. Sunshine Brosi, and Anore 
Bucknell Jones. This class attracts a broad diversity of both rural and urban 
Alaskan students. As their instructor, I have witnessed their enthusiasm for the 
discipline, their growing self-confidence as some of them are challenged by, and 
thrive in, their first college-level class, and in the amount of collective knowledge 
and experience they all bring with them and offer to share with the rest of us.  
 
In some respects the Program may seem to have gotten off to a ‘slow’ start by 
some measure. However, I have definitely seen an expanding interest and 
appreciation for the need to share, record, and fully document the indigenous 
knowledge (of all natural resources) that the program has been generating 
through our students as well as the many elders and other rural residents we 
have worked with during this effort. I believe this a solid beginning to the 
program’s goals. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions or comments. 
 
 
Carolyn Parker 
Research Professional-Botanist 
University of Alaska Museum of the North Herbarium 
907 Yukon Drive 
Fairbanks, AK  99775 
 
E-mail: clparker@alaska.edu 
Phone: 907 474-7109 
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Dr. Susan Henrichs 

Office of the Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic 

Affairs  

311 Signers' Hall 

P.O. Box 757580 

University of Alaska, Fairbanks 

Fairbanks, AK 99775 

 

Lisa Strecker 

PhD student, EBOT instructor 

Department of Anthropology 

University of Alaska, Fairbanks 

Fairbanks, AK 99775 

lstrecker@alaska.edu 

 

 

 

 

December 4, 2014 

Dear Dr. Susan Henrichs, 

With this letter I would like to express my strong support for the Alaska Ethnobotany Program.  

Currently I am a graduate student in the Department of Anthropology at UAF; I am an instructor for the 

Alaska Ethnobotany Program (EBOT) as well as an EBOT Advisory Board member.  Through my personal 

interest in ethnobotany and the topic of my master’s thesis ‘Ethnobotany in Kamchatka’ I became 

acquainted with several international, as well as locally, based academic and non-academic ethnobotany 

programs. Some of those programs are dedicated to studying and teaching ethnobotany related topics, 

others concentrate more on outreach and popularization. The International Society of Ethnobiology 

(ethnobiology.net), for example, has a very strong emphasis on a mindful approach towards native 

peoples and their cultures. This is just one of the strengths I see in the Alaska Ethnobotany program – 

the EBOT program has native students who learn about their culture through Native elders as well as 

Western trained scientists.  

Ethnobotany is sometimes erroneously reduced to how to make use of plants; however, ethnobotany 

comprises the vast field of human-plant interactions which contribute to bio-cultural diversity. I am 

convinced that the more holistic ethnobotanical knowledge can contribute to an improved well-being 

and health on the personal (through better nutrition and health care) and community level (through a 

deeper understanding of the basis of sustainability and reciprocity). In the light of the current health 

issues and rising health care costs this knowledge is already of great value in Alaskan rural areas. 

When I taught ‘Introduction to Ethnobotany’ at Effie Kokrine High School’s Early College program this 

past summer, I felt more like a facilitator or student myself when we had elders come in to class to 

teach. The next day we would then talk in class what we had learned from the elder in order to also 

understand it from a Western scientific way. For example, we learned that native people used willow 

bark as an analgesic. In class we then discussed acetylsalicylic acid: its discovery, chemical structure, and 

importance. Thanks to this approach, this summer’s course showed that ethnobotany can be a great 

way to spark curiosity and interest in science. The students of the 2014 ethnobotany course at Effie 

Kokrine were enthusiastic about the class and recently they asked if they could become assistants for 

the 2015 course to stay involved and to learn more about ethnobotany.  
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The Alaskan Ethnobotany Program is a unique for promoting Alaska Native plant knowledge, for 

connecting Native science and Western science, and for introducing rural students to natural sciences. I 

wholeheartedly support the program and hope it can grow and flourish even more to enrich the UAF 

course catalog with its unique courses! 

Yours sincerely, 

Lisa Strecker  
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Dr. Susan Henrichs 
Office of the Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs  
311 Signers' Hall 
P.O. Box 757580 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks 
Fairbanks, AK 99775 

November 28, 2014 

Dear Dr. Henrichs, 

I am writing this letter to support the EBOT program at the Kuskokwim Campus (KuC) 
of the University of Alaska Fairbanks. I have known both Rose Meier (Director, EBOT 
Certificate Program, UAF Fairbanks) and Mary Pete (Director, Kuskokwim Campus, 
UAF Bethel) since 2002 through our collaborative Alaskan Native/Native Hawaiian 
USDA-NIFA grants.   

I have witnessed tremendous progress and fruitful results of the EBOT certification 
program and its services to UAF students and Alaskan communities. Both Rose and Mary 
have worked tirelessly building and maintaining partnerships with several USDA-NIFA 
consortium institutions in Hawaii, including University of Hawaii – Windward 
Community College, UH-Leeward Community College, UH-Maui and UH-Hilo. Our 
student and faculty exchange programs over the years have produced many talented 
ethnobotany, botany, horticulture, pharmacy and nutrition graduates.  
 
The recent successful “All Hands Gathering” workshop in Sitka, Alaska, May 29 – 31, 
2014 indicates the needs for subsistence sciences such as the EBOT program at UAF 
Fairbanks, and for this program to continue to be offered for Alaskan students, Elders and 
the communities.  
 
Sincerely,  

 
Ingelia White Ph.D. 
Prof., Botany and Microbiology 
Director, Agripharmatech Program 
University of Hawaii - Windward Community College 
45 - 720 Keaahala Road 
Kaneohe, HI 96744 
Tel: (808) 236 - 9102 
e-mail: ingelia@hawaii.edu 
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Dr. Susan Henrichs         December 3, 2014 
Office of the Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 
311 Signers' Hall 
P.O. Box 757580 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks 
Fairbanks, AK 99775  
 
Dear Provost Henrichs, 
 
I wanted to write to you to say how important the ethnobotany program is.  Education, especially 
higher education, has been moving toward a more holistic, multidisciplinary approach.  Ethnobotany is 
a prime example of this, combining knowledge from biology, botany, anthropology, natural resource 
management, chemistry, pharmacology, agriculture, and the list could go on.  This program offers 
something special in a university that is behind the curve in offering multidisciplinary opportunities for 
students.  The program provides training and helps give students a well rounded background through 
it's multidisciplinary focus.  Living in a state with strong subsistence practices, ethnobotany gives 
students new to the state a better understanding of the culture as well as ecology of Alaska.  It gives 
rural and Alaska Native students a sense of pride, as well as validation in traditional practices.   
 
There are few ethnobotany programs in the country, and the fact that UAF has one of them is 
something that makes me very proud to be a student at this university.  As a master's degree seeking 
student, I am only disappointed that the program does not offer more courses at high levels.  As C. 
Earle Smith (1995) says “Ethnobotany is the sum of human subsistence knowledge” and that is 
certainly something worth teaching at UAF! 
 
Thank you for your time, 
 
Shannon Busby 
Master's International Fellow 
School of Natural Resources and Extension 
University of Alaska Fairbanks 
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December 4, 2014 
 

Leah Walsh 
10891 E Lime Kiln Rd. 

Grass Valley, CA   95949 
 
Dr. Susan Henrichs 
Office of the Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs  
311 Signers' Hall 
P.O. Box 757580 
University of Alaska, Fairbanks 
Fairbanks, AK 99775 
 
 
Greetings Dr. Susan Henrichs, 
 
I want to convey my tremendous support for the UAF Ethnobotany Certificate Program.  
 
This program has allowed me experiences working alongside academic scholars and elders in 
various rural AK communities, time studying at the Fairbanks Herbarium at the Museum of the 
Arctic, and attending numerous hours of class from my home in Bethel , and now in California.  
 
I love that this interdisciplinary programs blends Western and traditional knowledge in an 
interdisciplinary academic context. I am a student in a time where my community (and the 
world) is looking for new solutions to age old crises of health, economics, resilient communities, 
etc. For me, this field models the study of relationships of people and place, traditions and 
modernity that has a huge place in designing a better future for all beings. 
 
I have loved my time in this program and have found great value in what it has offered in a 
personal and professional context. 
 
Thank you for your time and efforts. 
 
Sincerely, 
Leah Walsh 
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Sara Doyle 

5659 North Palmer Fishhook Road 

Palmer, Alaska 99645 

December 4, 2014 

Dr. Susan Henrichs 

Office of the Provost and Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs 

311 Signers' Hall 

P.O. Box 757580 

University of Alaska, Fairbanks 

Fairbanks, Alaska 99775 

RE:  Support for UAF’s Ethnobotany Certificate Program, Kuskokwim Campus 

Dear Dr. Henrichs, 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the value of UAF’s Ethnobotany program (EBOT). I believe 

this program is worthy of ongoing UAF support. During the past two years I have participated in two 

classes with my high school-aged daughter: 

 EBOT 100 in Kotzebue (2013); and  

 EBOT 230, via distance education technologies at UAA’s Matanuska-Susitna College for several 

Palmer area participants to phone into an instructor from Kuskokwim Campus, Bethel, Alaska 

(2014). 

As an Alaskan I live proximate to extensive public lands that have an abundance of wild plants, and this is 

the reason I became personally interested in participating in the EBOT program. Starting from recreational 

hiking and a few library books on medicinal wild plants, I have become strongly interested in learning 

more about our native flora and traditional uses. In 2013 I was fortunate to hear an engaging presentation 

by several EBOT participants focused on Bethel area plants and ethnobotanical uses. I was happily 

surprised to learn that the program was open to all Alaskans (not just degree seeking students) and that it 

came with financial support covering tuition, instruction, textbooks, and travel. 

Based on my positive experience with the program, I recommended the program to three other native 

plant enthusiasts who have since participated. Based on our collective experience, I can attest specific 

positive benefits and outcomes from this program: 

 EDUCATIONAL AND CAREER OUTCOMES.  Direct benefits to younger participants in this 

program, in terms of supporting academic and vocational growth include: 

 This program, and an academic reference letter from UAF instructor Carolyn Parker,

directly contributed to my daughter being accepted to participate in advanced science

classes through Stanford University’s Online High School;

 A Mat-Su College student was accepted into a pre-medicine program at Bastyr University,

in part as a result of enrolling in EBOT 230. A year ago I encouraged her to take EBOT 230

class along with her general Sophomore-level coursework. EBOT 230 quickly became her
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favorite class and that spring she enrolled in EBOT 100 in Sitka. This experience has led 

her to take more challenging science and math classes and to move into a pre-medicine 

career path; 

 Another Mat-Su College student who took EBOT 100 last year has focused on creating a

plant wild-crafting business, Alaska’s Apothecary, and starting a Wild Herb Study Group

that regularly attracts many participants in South-Central Alaska;

 An EBOT 230 classmate from UAA has been working with the Alaska Botanical Garden

doing plant education especially focused on youth;

 A renowned Native Alaskan artist from Sitka, who participated in EBOT 100 last year,

shared techniques and insights around native plant use for basket weaving. This inspired

at least one young participant to try this challenging art form, and to take an

anthropology class exploring Native Alaskan cultural and artifacts; and

 Another EBOT participant has combined her learning with native plant photography to

develop educational tools.

 ECONOMIC VALUE.  Alaska’s native plants grow throughout much of the state and are accessible 

to most residents, yet are generally under-appreciated. EBOT 100 helps students to explore and 

understand how to use Alaskan species, and EBOT 230 and other courses guide residents in 

responsible, safe gathering and use practices.  Alaskans who participate in these classes are better 

prepared to more fully utilize our plant assets in terms of: 

 Creating value-added products from native plants on public lands;

 Enhancing local food security through knowledge of local edibles;

 Increasing community safety through knowledge of poisonous plants and survival foods;

 Promoting sustainable subsistence practices and responsible gathering;

 Supporting healthier lifestyles, both through the active gathering of plants and enjoyment

of the land and through the use of proven, safe herbal products;

 Investment in Alaska’s economically disadvantaged rural communities through

employment of local instructors and staff; and

 More extensive utilization and activation of the university’s rural campus facilities.

 CULTURAL EXCHANGE.  Alaska is a diverse state and residents often are limited in their ability to 

connect across geographic, cultural, and generational differences. Each of the EBOT experiences 

has a unique ability to bring Alaskans together, including:  

 Geographic – EBOT 100 was a great experience that brought about twenty individuals

from around the state together, including people from urban, rural, and remote isolated

settings. Each group had different strengths and experiences to share.

 Cultural – EBOT 100 also brought together individuals from Native Alaskan cultures,

academia, and diverse Alaskan communities. The course, as designed, helped participants

look at culture through the lens of plant use over time, and around the world. Class

discussions were some of the most poignant I have experienced in a college setting,

primarily because of the varied participants’ experiences and cultural perspectives.
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 Generational – EBOT 100 participants’ age span, from teenagers to elders, made the class

fun and lively. The hands-on and field experiences encouraged cross-generational

interaction and sharing. My favorite experience in Kotzebue was watching my daughter

become friends with an elder, with whom we shared the high-school classroom lodgings.

During plant walks on the beach, my daughter supported the elder’s arm (perhaps more

from friendship than physical need) and they looked, shared, and obviously had a good

time. In fact, they still are in touch.

 LIFELONG LEARNING.  Although I graduated from college years ago, I personally enjoyed the 

opportunity and challenge of taking both EBOT 100 and 230. These classes are practically 

scheduled to allow professionals to participate, and although some of the material is quite 

difficult (especially scientific nomenclature and advanced chemistry), the lectures were fun and 

the assignments were interesting and do-able for people of different abilities. For example, older 

Native participants in EBOT 100 who spoke English as a second language had a great advantage 

in knowing a number of plants and uses, and were valued participants who succeeded in the class. 

Young college students, less familiar with Alaskan culture and plants, succeeded through their 

familiarity with textbooks and online research tools. In my experience, this class EBOT 100 was 

accessible to any interested Alaskan, regardless of age or education. 

In sum, I think the EBOT program is valuable and benefits Alaskans and Alaska in many ways. It leverages 

USDA funds, existing campus and academic resources, land resources, and Native knowledge in a 

synergistic model that is worthy of UAF support.  As a beneficiary and participant, I appreciate UAF 

support and program organizers’ hard work and vision in offering this unique program. Please make it 

possible for these benefits to continue. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Doyle 
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Rose Meier <rameier@alaska.edu>

Letter of support for EBOT

Sharon Sullivan <unitybotanicals@gmail.com> Tue, Dec 2, 2014 at 10:02 PM

To: Rose Meier <rameier@alaska.edu>

Rose -- I hope this might be helpful....

warm regards, Sharon

Dear Dr. Henrichs,

As an EBOT student this past summer, I learned a many things, on many levels.  A few real gems were revealed to me in regard to

particular plant medicines that will permanently deepen my herbal practice and usage of local plants.  The class confirmed the botanical

identity of so many plant friends that I would have hesitated to harvest without first having human confirmation.   This teaching is

irreplaceable by any book.  

I would not trust ethnobotany to self-study or distance learning entirely.  It is best passed on in formal teaching arrangements such as

your wonderful program.  I’m hoping to take another class in the EBOT department soon.

Sincerely,

Sharon Sullivan

On Mon, Dec 1, 2014 at 1:57 PM, Rose Meier <rameier@alaska.edu> wrote:

[Quoted text hidden]

--

Sharon Sullivan, Certified Herbalist, RN, IBCLC
Unity Botanicals, LLC
Sitka, Alaska 99835
(907) 738-4507
unitybotanicals@gmail.com

The information provided is strictly educational, and has not been evaluated by the FDA.  Herbal and nutritional information is not intended to

diagnose, treat, or cure disease, but rather to complement the care you receive from your primary health care provider.

1 of 1 12/3/2014 5:09 PM
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Introduction to Ethnobotany at Chukchi 
 College in Alaska: Rich Lands & Rich Peoples
Submitted by Sunshine Brosi, slbrosi@frostburg.edu

In northwestern Alaska, overlooking the Chuk-
chi Sea, I sink deep into the tundra, enamored 
by the vast diversity of subshrubs, perennials, 

and mosses carpeting my rubber boots. On this 
bright cool July day, I’m north of the Bering Land 
Bridge and south of the mouth of the Noatak River. 
One lone napaaqtuq (white spruce, Picea glauca) 
is outlined on a distant ridge. Below is our home 
base—an oasis of brightly colored buildings nestled 
on a gravelly beach: LaVonne’s Fish Camp (www.
fishcamp.org). LaVonne’s is the location of our 
two-week intensive field course in Introduction 
to Ethnobotany (EBOT 100) at the University 
of Alaska Fairbank’s Chukchi College. This course 
is part of a two-year technical certificate program 
in Ethnobotany based out of both the Chukchi 
Campus in Kotzebue and the Kuskokwin Campus 
in Bethel (www.uaf.edu/drumbeats/ethnobotany).

I was fortunate enough to be on an instructor 
team including Carolyn Parker, a botanist from 
UAF’s herbarium as well as Alice Reed and Vernetta 
Moberly, both local Inupiat Elders. We were 
joined on our adventure by a TA and graduate of 
the certificate program, a videographer, and 10 
Alaskan students from Kotzebue, Kiana, Point 
Hope, Uniliclete, Juno, and Fairbanks. Most of the 
students stayed at the camp excluding two from 
Kotzebue whose trips to class required ATV (or 
generically referred to as a Honda) rides and kayak 
trips in times of high water. For most students 
this was their first college science course and for 
many a return to school at a poignant transitional 
time in their lives. 

Program coordinators (Siikauraq Whiting, Pauline 
Harvey, & Martha Lee) seamlessly facilitated excit-
ing events including a performance by the Northern 
Light Dancers and Drummers, a boat trip up the 
Noatak River, and visits from the archeologists 
working at a nearby field site. Almost daily, vari-
ous Elders from the community arrived around 

3pm to share stories, insights, and then an evening 
meal. The community Elders were inspiring and 
willing to share their vast connections with the 
natural world including stories of plant gathering, 
hunting, and ways of life when they were growing 
up. Elders often knew just the Inupiaq word, not 
the English word, for a plant. With dedication 
(and help from Rosetta Stone®) the language has 
persisted, like permafrost, and reflected in the 
endearing spirit of peoples who flourish in long, 
harsh winters. Our final student presentations 
were given to the community at the thriving tribal 
pre-K immersion school, Nikaitchuat IIisagviat, 
where one of our Elders taught. 

Luckily, the course was held at a remote location 
without cell phone service, Internet, computers 
or projectors. The lack of PowerPoint slides or 
other distractions allowed me to really teach, 
using a flip chart occasionally, embracing what 
educators have done for generations. We had a 
landline (usually) for outside contact, a genera-
tor for electricity primarily to assist in cooking, 
and a host, LaVonne Hendericks and her staff, 
who were part of the community. We also had an 
amazing local ethnobotany book, Plants that We 
Eat—Nauriat Nigaqtaut, by Anore Jones. Carolyn 
Parker prepared a spiral bound notebook of mate-
rials to aid in instruction. I also brought along a 
backpack filled with color-coded daily handouts 
of learning modules linked to the Open Science 
Network’s core concepts and competencies (www.
opensciencenetwork.org). 

Connections resulting from the Open Science 
Network (OSN) with Rose Meier had transported 
me from the rural Appalachian Mountain forests, 
where I typically teach Ethnobotany, to north of 
the Arctic Circle. OSN’s Vision and Change in 
Ethnobiology Education provided the framework 
for the course. It was amazing to already have a 
sense of what I wanted the students to know and 
to effectively spend my time developing learning 
modules along those themes that were culturally 
relevant and relatable. 

Students in the class practiced ethnobotany daily; 
we learned interview techniques in the morning 
and then applied them in afternoon Elder visits. 
We talked about edible plants while we collected 
quaģaq (sourdock, Rumex aquaticus subsp. arcticus) 
on the hillside for dinner. Our two local cooks art-
fully prepared the fish we caught and incorporated 
the greens and berries we collected. We ate mostly 
keta salmon, shee-fish, caribou, wild greens and 
berries, and drank wild tea. We used ikuusuk (wild 
celery, Angelica lucida), aqpiks (salmonberries or 
cloudberries, Rubus chamaemorus), Tilaaqqiuq 
(marsh Labrador tea, Ledum palustre), sargiq 
(stinkweed, Artemisia tilesii) and others. 

The students and fellow teachers were gracious, 
unassuming, and embraced a community spirit. 
The sustainability ethic was present in collecting, 
cooking, and everyday life including incredible 
resourcefulness and scolding for wasting food. 
In spite, or maybe because of, poverty, mining, 
substance abuse, tragic loss, unfulfilled talent, 
horrifying healthcare, and lasting scars of historic 
and ongoing imperialism, the people were posi-
tive about the day to day even when their futures 
may appear bleak to outsiders. The area reflected 
much of rural America with resource rich lands 
and thriving cultures embedded in economically 
disadvantaged communities.

After a day of teaching I took a long walk to collect 
more greens and connect with a promising young 
student. With full bags and minds, we arrived at 
camp just as three Elders where piling on a Honda 
to head back to town. We offer our smiles and I 
handed them one of the bags full of greens—know-
ing that, after all, it was theirs and not ours. The 
joy this created was palatable. After they left, the 
student turned to me and thanked me for teach-
ing by example. Her gesture of acknowledging my 
contribution was as meaningful to me as the bag full 
of local greens was to the Elders. The gratitude of 
the students made the class a success and reflected 
the attitudes of LaVonne’s camp, Chukchi College, 
and all the people we met.

During the last week of the trip we took a boat ride 
up the Noatak River, a United Nation’s Biosphere 
Reserve and the largest undisturbed mountain-
ridged watershed in North America. Ripe aqpiks 
blanketed the landscape for miles. The excitement 
over picking ripe berries was palatable and the wind 
kept the bugs away even on this glorious sunny day. 
Heading back on the boat, barely audible above the 
drone of the motors, an Elder turned to me and 
said, “the richest time in my life was when I had 
the least amount of money, raising young babies 
on fish and riverbank berries.” My mind turned to 
the blackberry patches of my Kentucky youth with 
my mom and six siblings, and the blueberry hills 
of Tennessee with my own young daughter. I was 
glad the spray and wind hid my tears of connec-
tions come and gone, yearning for a simpler time, 
and of babies growing up to be teenagers. I hope 
to share with students the schedule of spawning 
fish, migrating caribou, and berries ripening on 
riverbanks and mountain ridges around the world.

I write this in the space reluctant to turn on my 
phone in Anchorage and return to events, meetings, 
presentations, and deadlines. This amazing Alaskan 
course reintroduced me to the richest aspects of 
teaching and of life—collecting and cooking food, 
developing a sense of place, and encouraging com-
munity pride in the face of obstacles. 

LaVonne’s Fish Camp from the Chukchi Sea
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Dear All Hands Gathering Attendees,
When we realized we would be able to host a Gathering in Sitka this year,
we set out to bring together the best group for helping us to celebrate the
EBOT program's beginnings and plan for our future. I believe we chose
well, and that everyone who was meant to be there, was there. With your
help, we were able to accomplish even more than we'd hoped for,
because you all connected with the program and each other so quickly
and deeply.  

We hope you enjoy these Proceedings and we encourage you to use them
to help promote EBOT in your community. This booklet includes a handful
of sharing activities. Additional materials shared at the Gathering and a
digital copy of this booklet will be available for download at:
www.uaf.edu/drumbeats/ethnobotany.  

On behalf of the EBOT Team at KuC, we want to thank each one of you for
your whole-hearted participation in the All Hands Gathering. We are
excited to take the next steps to foster and grow the EBOT program - with
your help.

Warmly,
Rose Meier, Mary Pete, Kevin Jernigan and Michelle Stover

2
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The gathering and use of plants in the Kuskokwim Delta has a long tradition among the Yup’ik and Cup’ik
peoples in the region. Ethnobotany was brought to the academic realm at Kuskokwim Campus (KuC) at the
University of Alaska Fairbanks in 2003 through an Alaska Native Native Hawai’ian Serving Institutions grant
under the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 

Kuskokwim Campus is one of five Alaska Native Serving Institution Consortium partners in the Drumbeats.
Through Drumbeats,  each campus developed courses and a Certificate in the Subsistence Sciences. The term
Subsistence Science is based on the legal definition of subsistence as used in Title VIII of the 1980 Alaska
National Interest Lands Conservation Act. Subsistence uses are:

..the customary and traditional uses by rural Alaska residents of wild renewable
resources for direct personal or family consumption as food, shelter, fuel, clothing, tools,
or transportation; for the making and selling of handicraft articles out of nonedible
byproducts of fish and wildlife resources taken for personal or family consumption; for
barter, or sharing for personal or family consumption; and for customary trade.

From the beginning, the Ethnobotany program (EBOT) has
involved Elders from the region and faculty who worked
with the University of Alaska Museum of the North.  The
first course, Introduction to Ethnobotany, used Anore Jones’
book, Plants That We Eat. Many thanks to Anore who
attended the Gathering and provided the keynote address. 

In 2009, the 30-credit Ethnobotany Certificate program was
approved by the University of Alaska Board of Regents. A
variety of components have been added to the program
since then:

Workshops in ethnobotany•
Outreach to K-12•
Development of a Yup’ik Ethnobotany Manual•
Development of a KuC EBOT garden and herbarium•
Online courses•
Expansion to Chukchi Campus (Inupiat) and Sitka (Tlingit)•

Seeking sustainability and community input, in May 2014, the EBOT Program held an All Hands Gathering to
identifiy new directions and potential partners. This booklet presents proceedings from the Gathering.

Evolution of Ethonbotany at Kuskokwim Campus

Determining new directions

3
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What is Ethnobotany?
Growing plants•

Rich traditional learning•
Traditional use of flora•

People. Plants. Knowledge.•
Health. Sharing.•

Plant traditions. Modern visions.•
Life. Health. Love. Relationships.•

Cultural perpetuation•
Resilience. Preservation. Connection.•

People’s plants. Plants’ people. •
Plants and their uses•

Traditional plant knowledge•
Ancient living skills•

The plants that we eat•
Health. Knowledge. Respect.•

Health. Survival. Respect.•
Stewardship•

Plant. Synchronicity. Human.•
Traditional plant medicine•

Worldview•
Foundational support of all life•

Collective. Connection.•

What actions are needed?
Identify Elder teachers and collaborators•

Partnerships. Sharing. Outreach.•
Learning and practicality•

Circles of study, sharing•
Ethical. Reverence. Celebration.•

Consciously and respectfully•
Practice and share the culture•

Dissemination. Revitalization. Active use.•
To honor. Pass on. Gathering. Gratefulness.•

Increase knowledge•
Try out new information. Experiment. •
New collaborations. One voice. Strong•

statewide communication
Potlatch. Remembrance of loved ones. Mindful.•

Love with wonder, curiosity, appreciation•
Connecting. Teaching. Tolerance of others.•

Network on EBOT. Familiarize. Expand awareness.•
Respectfully open for all•

Network. Preserve/sustain. Broaden.•
Foster partnerships for sustainability•

Experientially. Spiritually. Scientifically.•
Recognize. Respect. Gather.•

4

Words to Develop a Mission Statement   
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The heart of Ethnobotany...
Connection to land•

Cultural and traditional•
Reclaim historic knowledge•

Honor all traditions. Connections.•
Living well•

Gathering for food, meditation, spiritual prayer•
Imperative cultural expression•

Plants are life•
Teaching. Sharing.•

Treasure. Trace. Transmit.•
Livelihood•
Health. Relationship Spirituality.•
Essence of life•
For nutraceutical benefits•
Health. Tradition. Sustainability.•
Wisdom medicine•
Source of life on Earth•
Grounding life source•
Being real people•
Survival•

Reconnecting with plant spirits•
Learning. Collaborating. Preserving.•

Hands-on experience•
Importance•

Ho’oulu Lahui Maoli: Survival and flourishing of•
Native Peoples

Resilience•
Sustaining. Nurturing. Energy exchange between•

plants and people.
Knowledge preservation. Sustainability. Respect.•

Grow to survive•
We are all Grandma Rita’s garden!•

5

for the Ethnobotany Program
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Shawn Allan, Kahului, Maui•
Viola Barr, Kiana•
Rita Blumenstein, Tununuk•
Scott Brylinski, Sitka•
Hillary Dailey, Homer/Seldovia•
Mary Demientieff, Holy Cross•
Dr. Gary Ferguson, ANTHC, Anchorage•
Ben Flynn, Chefornak•
Bev Grey, Whitehorse, Yukon•
Shilo Hargrave, Fairbanks•
Daniel Harrison, Chickaloon•
Stella Hensley, Kotzebue•
Nita Johnson, Kiana•
Steve Johnson, Sitka•
Anore Jones, San Juan Islands, Washington•

Leslie and George Lebarr, Fairbanks•
Bula Logan, Kahului, Maui•
PapaOlaLokahi.org, Healers website in Hawaii•
Maniilaq Tribal Doctors, Kotzebue•
Dr. Jeanne Olson. Veterinarian in Fairbanks•
Darlene Orr, Sitka•
Anneline Roche, Fairbanks•
Priscilla Russell, Homer/Kona, Hawaii•
Bob Sam, Sitka•
Janice Scofield, Homer/New Zealand•
Chris Stein, Kiana•
Dr. Nancy Turner, University of British•
Columbia
Dr. Arthur Whistler, Hawaii•

Traditional Ethnobotanists and Healers

Identify poisonous plants and edible plants•
Culinary Arts with wild food•
Herbal First Aid•
Teas•
Tinctures•
Salves•
Cosmetic uses•
Fermented foods•
Taboo foods•

Learning about traditional plants in your •
Native language
Alaska Plant Guide with Native names, •
scientific names, and English names
Seed saving•
Propagating•
Field trips to accompany workshops•
Preserving plants•

Ethnobotany Workshop Ideas

Traditional Ethnobotanists & Workshop Ideas

KuC EBOT Garden and herbarium
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Alaska Center for the Environment•
Alaska Department of Natural Resources Palmer’s•
Ethnobotanist seed bank
Alaska Federation of Natives•
Alaska Humanities Forum•
Alaska Native Knowledge Network, UAF•
Alaska Native Language Center, UAF•
Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium Healing•
Garden
Alaska Sealife Center•
Arizona Integrated Medicine Program•
Bioprocessing Medicinal Gardening Complex at UH-•
Windward
Botanical gardens within Alaska•
Community gardens•
Fairbanks Folk School•
First Alaskans Institute•
Gaalee’ya Camp•
Holistic medicine practitioners•
Individuals give plant talks/nature walks•
Museums with herbariums•
Native Chefs•
Native Plant Society•

Native Regional Corporations•
Native Village Corporations•
Nature Conservancy•
Northern Environmental Center•
Northern Susitna Institute, Talkeetna•
Osher Lifelong Learning for over 50’s•
Pacific High School•
Pre K  through grade 12 schools•
Private foundations•
Private institutions of higher education•
Senior centers•
Totem Park Botanists•
Traditional Tribal Councils•
U. S. Forest Service•
U. S. Park Service•
UAF School of Education, Curriculum•
United Plant Savers Botanical sanctuary•
University of Alaska Fairbanks Summer•
Sessions
University of the Arctic•
Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, Montana,•
Idaho (WWAMI) Medical Program
Watershed Councils•

Potential Partners

7
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Earth and Sea Fusion Slaw

A mixture of any of the following greens, finely
shredded: green cabbage, red cabbage, Tuscan kale,
Russian red kale, dandelion greens, arugula, escarole,
raddichio, frisee. Shred and toss all greens and
seaweeds in a large bowl.

Handfuls of lovage, Italian parsley
Ponzu sauce, or Shoyu, or Tamari
Umeboshi plum vinegar
Lemon and lime juice
Ground coriander, 
Oregano, thyme, smoked paprika
Garlic
Shallots or red onions, sliced razor thin
Olive oil

In a blender, combine liquids and spices, garlic,
shallots, and ginger, etc. to taste, until no large chunks
remain. Add some lovage and parsley and blend well.
Taste and adjust seasonings accordingly – the dressing
should be lemony and garlicky, pungent with notes of
shallot, lovage, and thyme. Toss dressing with greens
and stir very well to coat completely. Marinating in this
dressing will soften the kale and dried seaweeds to the
right consistency. Julianne McGuinness

Fiddlehead & Wild Rice Casserole

Ostrich Fern - Matteuccia struthiopteris
Lady Fern - Athyrium Felix-feminine
Shield Fern - Dryopteris dilatata

Collect Fiddleheads only when fully coiled and about 6-8
inches high.  Gathering time is about 3 weeks in May.  Don't
eat mature fronds, as they become toxic with age.  When
gathering take 2 of 5 or 3 of 6 fronds, don't pick all the fronds
from a single rosette or from the same rosette more than
once per season. Fiddleheads can be served in omelets,
casseroles, stir-fries, in salads and on pizzas.  

Make the Fiddlehead Casserole a vegetarian dish or with 4
slices of bacon.  Start cooking 2 cups of wild rice. Dice one
yellow onion and  4 stalks of celery and sauté till tender.
Wash 4-5 cups of fiddleheads, clean off the brown coating,
then cut into halfs.
Cut stems into half-
inch strips. Add to
sautéed dish and
cook until tender.
Add the cooked wild
rice into the casse-
role dish and add soy
sauce or Tamari to
taste, stir gently.
Serve immediately.

Melissa Nelson for
Grandmother Rita 

Sharing Recipes
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Alaska Bog Blueberry Fruit Leather
Vaccinium uliginosum

3 cups frozen or fresh blueberries
1 cup apple sauce 
Optional sweetener to taste: sugar, brown sugar, or honey - makes it stickier 

Puree berries in a blender until well blended with no lumps. Mix in apple sauce and taste. Add sweetener if necessary.
Line a cookie sheet with parchment paper or microwave-safe plastic wrap - not waxed paper. Pour the puree onto the
sheet so it is about 1/8 inch thick and about 1 inch away from the edge of the paper or plastic.  Place cookie sheet in the
oven at 135°F and leave the door open a crack to allow moisture to escape. Fruit leathers dry slowly. In ovens they may
be finished in about 7-8 hours. A dehydrators can also be used and may take up to 24 hours to dry. Test the leather with
your finger. If it is sticky on the surface it is not done. If it does not peel off the parchment or tray, it is not done. When
finished, peel the leather off the paper or tray and place onto a clean sheet of plastic wrap or cut into bite sized pieces
with a pizza cutter. Patricia Holloway

Spruce Tip Short Bread - Gluten Free

½ cup fresh spruce tips (buds)
¼ cup sugar
1 cup gluten fee flour blend
I pinch salt
½ cup (1 stick) salted butter, cut into chunks

Chop spruce tips. Add the flour, sugar, and salt mix
thoroughly. Mix in the butter and stir until the dough
is crumbly and starting to come together. Press into
an 8 x 8 baking pan. Cover it with plastic wrap and
chill for 30mins. While dough is chilling, preheat oven
to 350°F about 25-30 minutes. Bake until lightly
golden. 

Leah Walsh

Sharing Recipes

Garlic Sesame Salmon

1 filet of salmon (about 3 lbs.) cut into 8 pieces
6 T soy sauce or tamari
6 cloves garlic, grated
2 T butter, melted
8 T black and white sesame seeds

Mix soy sauce and grated garlic and pour into casserole dish.
Place salmon flesh side down in mixture. Marinate up to an
hour. Meanwhile, toast sesame seeds in hot skillet. Place half
of sesame seeds in Cuisinart or spice grinder and pulse until
partially ground. Mix with whole seeds and place in shallow
bowl. Preheat oven to 375°F and remove fish from refrigerator.
Brush fillets with melted butter and press into sesame seeds to
form thick crust. Bake for about 15 minutes.

Fireweed Dinner Service, Sitka

Serve with salmon with rhubarb sauce; recipe can be found at:
http://seattletimes.com/html/foodwine/2002895959_halibut29.html
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Hibiscus or Hau
Hibiscus tiliaceus

In Hawai'i it's called Hau. The strong inner
bark is used for making rope or cordage.
The trees are indigenous to the Pacific
and are found in coastal areas. The
flowers bloom yellow in the morning,
then change to orange later in the day.
They fall from the tree around 4:30 in the
afternoon. Parents used to tell there
children to come home when the Hau
flowers start to fall off the tree.

Lisa Schattenburg Raymond

Spanish Needle
Bidens pilosa

Originally from Asia, the Spanish Needle grows as weeds in
warm, wet climates, it is naturalized in Hawai’i. The leaves and
stems are dehydrated, ground into powder for tooth cleaning.
The extract from the leaves and stems inhibit the growth of
three pathogens in the mouth that cause gingivitis and
periodontitis. Dr. Ingelia White

Stinkweed, Wormwood, or Artemisia
Artemisia tilesii

Artemisia is often used as a tincture for sore throats,
coughs and colds. To make a tincture I cut the fresh leaves
into small pieces, place them in a jar and cover them with
vinegar. Then I place the jar in the refrigerator and shake it
daily for up to six weeks adding more vinegar as needed to
keep the leaves covered with liquid. At the end of the six
weeks I strain the liquid from the plant material and keep
it in a jar in the refrigerator. With the onset of cold
symptoms take a tablespoon of tincture three to four
times a day by the tablespoon full or added to a cup of
warm water. Darla Brown

Sharing Plants
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The process to find new directions for the Ethnobotany Program at KuC was an experience akin to gathering
berries or greens. We began the All Hands Gathering with learning our purpose, finding out about each other
and the EBOT program. To fill our buckets with the fruits of the new directions we were seeking, we began by
Looking Back at what the program has accomplished, we discussed Where We Are Today which included
information on the USDA Drumbeats grant and challenges to deliver Ethnobotany within the university
system. Then we Looked Forward with ideas for new directions through a group visioning session. 

Ideas generated were placed into four themes:  Academic, Programmatic, Student-based, and Partnerships.
The ideas were further refined with the EBOT Advisory Council who distinguished Doable Activities, those
ideas that can be carried out with existing faculty and staff members, from those that require additional
resources. These new directions are shown in the Activities for New Directions column in the table below. 

New Directions for Ethnobotany at Kuskokwim Campus
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The EBOT All Hands Gathering was convened May
29 - 31, 2014 at the end of a two-week intensive
Introduction to Ethnobotany course held for the
first time in Sitka, Alaska. The residents of Sikta
were invited to hear student presentations that
went on most of the afternoon and early evening
of the first day of the Gathering. 

The public was also invited to two activities on the
closing day: Anore Jones keynote address on Plants
That We Eat, and to a dinner potluck at the Sheet’ka
Kwaan Naa Kahidi Community House. The evening
festivities included Naa Kahidi Tlingit dancers, local
foods and local vendors, and entertainment by a local
band, Slack Tide.

From left to right Back row: Glen Holt, Mike Koskey, Rose Holt, Drena McIntyre (Facilitator), Courtney Johnson, Pat
Holloway, Hilary Houghton, Mary Pete, Thomas Jackson, George Sam, Ben Flynn, Inge White, Alix Chartier, Mike Martz,
Carolyn Parker, Matthew Stone, Tracy Walsh, Kiope Raymond, Lisa Raymond, Rose Meier; Middle row: Melissa Nelson,
Darla Brown, Rita Blumenstein, Leah Walsh, Lisa Strecker, Julianne McGuinness, kas aruskevich (Facillitator); Front row:
Lexi Bystedt, Sharon Sullivan, Anore Jones, Marie Meade.

Gathering Participants

Public Events & Gathering Participants

Public Events
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KuC Ethnobotany Program SWOT Analysis 11 November 2019 
 

2 | P a g e  
 

• Ethnobotany requires such a specialized, interdisciplinary skill set that it cannot be taught by 
other current faculty at UAF – making us very vulnerable if our teaching faculty is unable to 
teach in future. We need at least one Fund 1 supported ethnobotany faculty position to ensure 
program sustainability, and provide for future growth and collaboration with other programs. 

• Because there is no plan for supporting future EBOT course instruction beyond grant support, 
our faculty and students are extremely vulnerable at this time. This is a very stressful situation 
for both students and faculty as we cannot even ensure that courses will be available for EBOT 
program students to complete their certificate beyond the current yearly funding cycle.  

• Because EBOT faculty are bipartite, but have to annually obtain funding to cover their salary and 
all student support, as well as work to complete ever-changing grant deliverables yearly, this 
reduces the time we have to teach and advise current students, recruit new students, follow up 
with EBOT graduates, and seek collaborations to strengthen the program.  

• Grant overhead is not recovered back to KuC, but has gone into UAF coffers for the last 10 years 
– we bring in more than enough funds to cover our administrative costs. 

• Due to budget cuts to both our grants and UAF, student advising and recruitment efforts are 
diminished and increasingly ineffective. 

• Students often have a difficult time completing the program, and sometimes even courses, due 
to many factors out of our control. Our program has a high percentage of students from a low 
socio-economic background which is concomitant with inequitable access to higher education. 
We are dedicated to adjust to students’ personal situation and needs where possible, but this 
often means extending the time needed for completion, more time advising and working with 
students during the semester to ensure they will complete the course, and inclusion of remedial 
instruction in writing, math, computer skills, etc.  

• EBOT faculty have 3 faculty obligations, Kuskokwim Campus (Certificate), Dept. of AK Native 
Studies and Rural Development (DANSRD, Minor), and as USDA grantee– more than tripling our 
administrative load (we are each at 0.6 FTE but are required to attend all meetings as if we’re 
each at 1.0 FTE), without any increase in salary, student, or advising support. We will seek to 
remedy some of this, once the trajectory for CRCD departments and campuses becomes clearer 
during the upcoming glide path years. 

• Distance delivery to rural AK is hamstrung by: lack of access to internet, low bandwidth, limited 
technology competency, and/or the higher demands that distance coursework puts on students 
which precludes many from completing coursework successfully and in a timely manner. 
 

The EBOT program grew out of an expressed regional desire for more culturally-relevant coursework for 

students living in the Kuskokwim Campus region. Our full commitment goes to best meeting the needs 

of our predominantly non-traditional students while complying with rigorous academic requirements. 

Although we continously strive to expand our program, it has not grown at the rate that we would 

prefer.  We have always sought feedback to improve our program, through course evaluations, student 

and community surveys, and suggestions from program reviewers at UAF. EBOT has evolved greatly 

from the one approved by UAF a decade ago, often with success, but sometimes not. 

In the last five years we have suffered several setbacks in the loss of people vital to the program. Our 

original EBOT faculty member, Dr. Kevin Jernigan, left the program in 2015. This was a large loss for a 

program with only two faculty on board. For the next several years, we utilized adjunct instructors to 

teach our courses – with varied success. Some were better than others, and, as a result, we lost some 

students along the way. As of 2017, we’ve regained some stability in finding the right instructor, Lisa 

Strecker, who has revamped and is now teaching all our classes, and has been able to rebuild student 
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confidence in our program. But we’ve experienced a lag time from when Lisa began teaching and the 

student enrollment responses.  

During the years leading up to her death in fall 2018, we lost our program mentor and advocate, KuC 

director Mary Pete - first while she was on medical leave during fy 2015, then while she was part-time 

Director and part-time CRCD Dean, and finally when she succumbed to cancer. While we carry on with 

what needs to be done now, we are still regrouping as a program, campus, and community since her 

death. The EBOT program is her brainchild and legacy, and we are still finding our way forward now. 

Over the reporting period for this review, the number of students 

admitted to EBOT has shown a promising increase of 90%, while 

number of graduates increased by 100%. The number of students 

taking EBOT program courses from fy15 to fy19 is also higher than 

the number of EBOT certificate majors listed in the PAIR data, 

totaling 307 and averaging 8.4 per class. This is just below the 

minimum of 10 now required at UAF, and EBOT’s recent 

decreases reflect the same downturn in enrollment being 

experienced by CRCD, the Fairbanks campus, and UAF.  

Many of the students taking our courses are not enrolled in our program. While we strive to get them 

admitted into the program, the admission process was originally very cumbersome. Even today, if we 

have a student enrolled in another program at UAF currently, they are required to go through the full 

admission process again in order to be admitted into our certificate – the system defaults to the higher 

degree programs. We often have students who take our summer course but do not continue on in the 

program – which does not lead to a significant increase in number of students admitted to EBOT. 

The PAIR metrics belie the real strengths of this unique program. Through our grant funding we are 

linked to several other programs at CRCD (High Latitude Range Management, Tribal Management, and 

Environmental Studies). Based on this network, we have created many regional connections within and 

outside of AK that are not part of the UAF main campus experience. EBOT has co-sponsored student and 

faculty exchanges between AK and HI, co-sponsored regional meetings, supported student and faculty 

travel and attendance at regional meetings, supported the publication of ethnobotanical books and 

guides, created learning materials for the Alaska 4-H program, led workshops on natural dyes and 

salve/soap making, and created professional videos highlighting native plants, and led our All Hands 

Gathering (https://youtu.be/uKXlL5JLJj4) and our summer field course (https://youtu.be/ntNzhPQpbfs).  

This program has served as a culturally-relevant representative for UAF in rural AK for 10 years, at no 

real cost to the institution – having brought in more funds and services to the university than it has 

consumed. It has done this with diminishing student recruitment/advising assistance, and has even 

expanded to create a minor program within DANSRD. We work in the most impoverished region of AK, 

and bring much-needed funds and opportunities to KuC, while striving to meet the ever-changing needs 

of distance students who, despite what’s commonly believed, have to work harder, be more self-

motivated, and require more dedication than students attending face-to-face classes on campus. EBOT 

is also providing UAF with a national presence - attracting students from many locations outside of AK: 

including Canada, England, Hawaii, Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, and Maryland. The 

ethnobotany program that we provide is truly unique in the US. Our graduates have gone on to start 

their own businesses, incorporate ethnobotany in their own teaching curriculum, become herbalists, 
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publish books about ethnobotany, and attend graduate school in ethnobotany, to name a few. The 

impact we have on our students is a reflection of their passion for the plants. We feel very good about 

the part we’ve been able to play in these students’ lives, and we will continue to do and improve on 

what we’ve been doing, for as long as we’re able to do so at UAF. 

EBOT has been self-supporting since 2007, even before UAF officially admitted it as a program. We’ve 

been apprised that, regardless of how we’re supported, UAF claims ownership of the EBOT program. 

How is it that ownership only applies to their ability to cut the program, but not the responsibility to 

provide even marginal support – at least in the years before UA was subject to major budget cuts. EBOT 

provides Indigenous instruction to the UAF community, which has been declared a major initiative at 

UAF at this time. We’ve been providing this service, actually paying UAF for the opportunity to do this, 

through our grant overhead (current year -28% of $176,774.51 total award to KuC), and we have striven 

to maintain an academically rigorous program under challenging circumstances in rural AK and the 

online landscape. We deliver courses at the same rigorous level as they are taught on the main campus, 

including AK Native themed coursework, and our EBOT 100 can count as a Biology program elective.  

When the Indigenous studies center is realized at UAF, Ethnobotany will need to be included in their 

program offerings, as it already delivers content in key areas of knowledge which the new center will 

seek to provide, including “restoration of cultural knowledge, community healing, and Indigenous 

knowledge integration into research” (www.uaf.edu/giving/initiatives/trothyeddha.php). It would make 

fiscal sense, instead of cutting EBOT now and having to re-create it later, to keep this program that 

brings in more funds than it consumes and strengthen/update it as needed in the intervening years, so 

that it will be in place and ready to join the Indigenous studies center when it becomes a reality at UAF. 

At minimum, it should not be cut at this time when we’re showing an increase in number of admitted 

students and graduates (at a time when these numbers are going down for UAF), and are just now 

beginning to recover from major losses in this program that were beyond our control. We feel that our 

new partnership with eCampus will provide the broader exposure to students that will increase our 

course enrollment numbers to the level now required by UAF.  

Strategies to increase student numbers 

We are already working on a plan to increase course enrollment numbers by working with eCampus, 

first by collaborating with them to increase our online presence, through updating and hosting of our 

EBOT website - as we lost 1) our webmaster several years ago, and 2) our original Drumbeats website 

and its content last winter (due to a switch in platforms). But even more exciting is that we’re continuing 

the conversation, begun with eCampus staff this fall, to use their platform to bring our program to a 

wider audience. We will include this deliverable in our next grant proposal and, if funded, will develop 

one EBOT course that will be available via the eCampus platform in AY 2020. In addition, we are 

connecting directly with new and current student advisors at KuC, CRCD, Anthropology, and Biology to 

ensure that they understand what we do and can promote our program more effectively. We will 

increase efforts to mine the existing connections within CRCD to recruit students from other rural 

campus-based programs, draw more students from DANSRD as faculty continue to integrate and 

collaborate, and extend recruitment to departments outside CRCD, including Anthropology and Biology. 
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Appendix:  

Figure 1. Enrollment trends for UAF, fy 2015-2019, data from PAIR Factbook (https://factbook-

server.admin.uaf.edu/webtool/index.php/factbook) 

 

 

Figure 2. Enrollment trends for EBOT, fy 2015-2019, data from PAIR Factbook (https://factbook-

server.admin.uaf.edu/webtool/index.php/factbook) 
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